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Abstract 

Background 
Entrepreneurs who start a new venture will probably need either capital, or competence in 
how to run a business, but most likely they need them both. Business angels are individuals 
who invest their private money in companies in a start-up or early growth phase. Business 
angels can also contribute non-financial resources to companies such as competence, skills, 
knowledge and experience.  

Problem/Purpose 
What can entrepreneurs who are in need of both capital and competence do to find the 
“right” business angel, how can they attract these investors, and which factors are decisive 
for a successful working relationship with a business angel? The purpose of this thesis is, 
with a starting point in the entrepreneur as an investment project and capital seeker, to de-
scribe a number of factors entrepreneurs can consider in order to increase their possibilities 
in initiating and carrying out a successful working relationship with a business angel. 

Method 
In order to fulfill the purpose of this thesis the authors used secondary data such as books, 
articles and thesis from different sources to gather relevant information about business an-
gels. This information was later used as the theoretical framework in the thesis. To obtain 
deeper understanding within the subject and get more knowledge about how the theory 
works in practice, the authors used interviews to gather primary data. Both business angles 
and entrepreneurs were interviewed and the material was later used as back-up to the sec-
ondary data.  

Findings 
In the empirical findings, data from the two perspectives was analyzed and compared to 
the theories. This resulted in handy recommendations which can increase entrepreneurs’ 
chances of a successful working relationship with a business angel.  

Conclusion 
The authors found a number of factors affecting the outcome of a working relationship 
with a business angel. These are the personal relationship, a match between the entrepre-
neur’s needs and the business angel’s competence, an agreed agenda, and a thoroughly 
worked out shareholder agreement. 
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Sammanfattning 

Bakgrund 
Entreprenörer som startar nya företag kommer troligtvis att behöva antingen kapital, eller 
kompetens i hur ett företag drivs, men mest sannolikt är att de behöver både och. Affärs-
änglar är individer som investerar sina privata pengar mestadels i företag som befinner sig i 
en utvecklingsfas eller en tidig tillväxtfas. Affärsänglar kan också bidra med icke-finansiella 
resurser till företag såsom kompetens, färdigheter, kunskap och erfarenhet.  

Problem/Syfte  
Vad kan entreprenörer som är i behov av både kapital och kompetens göra för att hitta den 
”rätta” affärsängeln, hur kan entreprenören attrahera denna, samt vilka faktorer är avgö-
rande för att en arbetsrelation med en affärsängel ska bli lyckad? Syftet med denna uppsats 
är att utifrån entreprenören som investeringsobjekt så väl som kapitalsökare, beskriva olika 
faktorer som entreprenörer kan beakta för att öka sina möjligheter till att inleda och 
genomföra ett lyckat samarbete med en affärsängel. 

Metodval 
För att kunna uppfylla uppsatsens syfte så använde författarna sekundärdata såsom böcker, 
artiklar samt uppsatser från olika källor för att samla ihop relevant teori om affärsänglar. 
Detta användes sedan som teoriavsnitt. För att få djupare kunskap inom ämnet och ta reda 
på hur teorin fungerar i praktiken använde sig författarna av primärdata i form av intervjuer 
som gjordes på affärsänglar och entreprenörer där materialet sedan användes som upp-
backning till sekundärdatan. 

Resultat 
I empirin har data från de två olika perspektiven analyserats och jämförts med teorierna. 
Detta resulterade i behändiga rekommendationer som kan öka entreprenörers chans att 
lyckas i deras arbetsrelation med en affärsängel. 

Slutsats 
Vi fann ett antal faktorer som kan påverka utgången av en arbetsrelation med en affärsäng-
el. Dessa är den personliga relationen, att entreprenörens behov stämmer överens med vad 
affärsängeln kan erbjuda, överensstämmande avsikter, och ett väl genomarbetat aktieägar-
avtal. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
An entrepreneur is an individual who has started his or her own business, also known as 
the founder of the firm. When entrepreneurs start a new venture, they will probably need 
either capital, or competence how to run a business, but most likely they need them both 
(Stoltze, 1997).  

Business angels are individuals who invest private money in companies, often during the 
start-up or early growth stage (Smith & Smith, 2004; Stoltze, 1997; Bernstein, 1996). In ad-
dition, business angels can provide non-financial resources, such as their competence, 
skills, knowledge and experience (Bradley et. al., 2002). Business angels are also referred to 
as angel investors and informal venture capitalists (Freear et al., 1995; Kotelnikov, 2006). 

1.2 Problem discussion 
Most books and articles discuss how important the business angels are and that every busi-
ness needs one. This thesis will therefore describe the advantages and disadvantages that 
might occur when working with business angels. 

How can an entrepreneur find a business angel and how can they be the chosen one? 
These are two questions entrepreneurs have to ask themselves before they start looking for 
business angels. On basis of these questions, we find that it is essential for the entrepreneur 
to understand why and when a business angel can be used. In addition, by knowing what to 
consider during the search for business angels, entrepreneurs can increase their chances in 
finding the right angel. 

Further, entrepreneurs should know what they can do to increase their chances of being 
found by a business angel, and how to capture their interest. What is decisive for the busi-
ness angel when looking for investments? What is it that makes business angels refrain 
from a project? Thus, how can entrepreneurs make their company an attractive investment 
project? 

One problem for entrepreneurs who are in need of business angels is to find them, and es-
pecially to find the “right” ones. The market for informal venture capital is according to 
Mason and Harrison (2000) an almost invisible source of financing for entrepreneurial ven-
ture which can explain the difficulty of finding these investors. Therefore, it is also interest-
ing to study business angel networks and organizations which offer a match-making service 
to entrepreneurs and business angels.  

The discussion in this chapter leads to the perspective of this thesis: 

“The entrepreneur as an investment project and capital seeker”.  

This thesis will make an attempt to guide entrepreneurs, who need capital and competence 
to finance their venture in an early stage, in an eventual working relationship with business 
angels. There are a number of factors affecting the outcome of cooperating with business 
angels, these will be discussed in this thesis and may lie as ground to increase entrepre-
neurs’ chances to succeed.  
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1.3 Research question 
The problem discussion resulted in the following research questions: 

• Why and when do entrepreneurs need business angels? 

• How can entrepreneurs increase their chances to find the “right” business angel? 

• How can entrepreneurs make their company an attractive investment project? 

1.4 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is, with a starting point in the entrepreneur as an investment 
project and capital seeker, to describe a number of factors entrepreneurs can consider be-
fore initiating and carrying out a successful working relationship with a business angel. 

1.5 Perspective 
This thesis will make an attempt guide entrepreneurs who are in need of capital and com-
petence, and consider obtaining this through business angels. Therefore, this thesis is writ-
ten from the entrepreneurs’ perspective. How can entrepreneurs behave to make their 
company an attractive investment project? What can entrepreneurs do to increase their 
chances to comprise a successful cooperation with business angels? And how can they find 
the “right” business angel? 

1.6 Delimitation 
As this thesis focuses on entrepreneurs and business angels in Sweden, we have tried to 
gather information which mostly concerns Sweden. Since the number of researchers having 
covered this area is rather limited, we have also used international sources, such as litera-
ture and articles from America, United Kingdom and Australia. As we consider it to be 
many similarities between entrepreneurs and business angels in Sweden and in the coun-
tries mentioned above, we think that the gathered information is relevant for this study.  

In addition, this thesis seeks to a make an attempt to guide entrepreneurs who are in need 
of start-up financing, meaning money in their company’s early stage. Therefore, no effort 
has been made to help business angels to invest or how they should deal with entrepre-
neurs. And also, the seed and start-up stage will be in focus, not the later stages as seen in 
figure 2.1. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter, relevant basic theories about raising capital and business angels are presented. These theories 
are going to be linked to the research in both the empirical findings and analysis. 

The structure of the theoretical framework is meant to aid the reader by using a funnel ap-
proach. It starts by giving the reader understanding in a broad context, explaining the 
stages of a new venture, followed by answering the question why capital should be raised. 
Further, since entrepreneurs must be aware of and possess full understanding of the alter-
natives to raise capital (Barringer and Ireland, 2006), these are described next. Finally, the 
theoretical framework is narrowed down to the main subject, business angels. 

2.1 Stages of new venture development 
As seen in figure 2.1 below, a company will go through different stages during its life cycle 
and there are many different definitions of these stages. 

Pre-seed is the first stage and is defined as the time before the first prototype and before first 
the paying customer (M. Nilsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03). The pre-seed 
stage is followed by the seed stage, also known as the development stage. In this stage, the entre-
preneur has not yet invested in facilities or machines, and is therefore not able to initiate 
production and sales. The company’s life cycle continues with the start-up stage, which is 
where sales are initiated (Smith & Smith, 2004). Next in order is the expansion stage which is 
identified with growing revenue. This stage can be divided into two stages, the early growth 
followed by rapid growth. The investors are usually making an exit before or during the ma-
turity stage (Smith & Smith, 2004). 

 

Figure 2.1 - Stages of new venture development (SVCA, 2005). 

2.2 The importance of raising capital 
Before entrepreneurs start looking for different financing alternatives, they need to under-
stand why most new ventures need funding during their early stages (Barringer & Ireland, 
2006). In addition, Smith and Smith (2004) claims that start-up financing often provides the 
company with funds in order to initiate operations.  
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Barringer and Ireland (2006) have found three reasons why capital should be raised; cash 
flow challenges, capital investments, and lengthy product development cycle.  

Before any money can be generated, the company needs to deal with cash flow challenges 
which might be equipment that must be bought, staff that must be hired and trained, and 
an inventory that must be purchased in order to initiate sales (Barringer & Ireland, 2006).  

In general, a new venture is not capable to fund their start-up investments, such as real es-
tate and building facilities itself and is therefore in need of capital investments. This is funds 
the entrepreneur needs at an early stage to get the business running (Barringer & Ireland, 
2006). 

Some products are developed during a long period of time before they generate an income. 
These products have a so called lengthy product development cycle and the costs to develop these 
products are referred to as up-front costs, and are usually difficult for a new venture to 
fund (Barringer & Ireland, 2006). 

2.3 Sources of new venture financing 
According to Stoltze (1997), almost all entrepreneurs need external financial support, also 
known as seed capital or seed financing, such as loans or equity investment, when starting up a 
new business. Unfortunately, finding seed capital is no easy task since the new business has 
no track record that lenders or investors can use to estimate the risk (Vance, 2005).  

In the following paragraphs, Stoltze (1997) lists some sources where the entrepreneur can 
seek money and resources required to get their business started. 

2.3.1 The entrepreneur’s own funds 
The most common method for financing a new business is to use personal resources which 
are most likely to consist of assets and savings from salary and bonuses (Vance, 2005; 
Bernstein, 1996). This amount of money is often small and might pay the cost of building 
prototypes of the product, a limited market research and applying for a patent (Stoltze, 
1997). 

2.3.2 Credit cards 
Credit cards are used by many entrepreneurs to finance new ventures, mainly because of 
the availability and simplicity. On the other hand, the high cost of credit cards might put 
the business in risk unless they are carefully managed. This cost might be the result of the 
interest rates and fees for late payment, balance transfers and annual membership (Vance, 
2005). 

2.3.3 Loans from family & friends 
The first external financing for starting up a business that the entrepreneur is most likely to 
use is his/her family and friends (Vance, 2005). One advantage that the entrepreneur has 
when trying to obtain financing to the new business is that family or friends usually have 
known the entrepreneur during many years and therefore have a sense of the entrepre-
neur’s ability, reliability and trustworthiness (Smith & Smith, 2004). On the other hand, this 
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is a risky process as it might affect the relationship negatively if the founder will not be able 
to pay the dept (Stoltze, 1997). 

2.3.4 Home equity loans and Banks 
Another source of capital for a start-up business that may be cost effective is home equity 
loans (Vance, 2005). Stoltze (1997) states that the founder needs to be aware of that banks 
and other professional lenders must see a great chance of getting their money back to grant 
the loan, even if the new business ends up in bankruptcy. Any loan provided from these 
sources is most likely to be secured with a personal guarantee. This puts all personal assets 
such as your home, saving accounts and investments at risk. Due to this risk, many entre-
preneurs prefer other sources to finance their new business (Stoltze, 1997). According to 
Bernstein (1996) another reason for the low number of banks financing new ventures is 
that they do not like to lend to start-up business because of the lack of experienced man-
agement and history of profits. 

Mutual guarantee societies  

A mutual guarantee society has the same regulations as a bank. The mutual guarantee socie-
ties do not lend money to their members but their role is to guarantee the safety of their 
client’s loan, like a guarantor. Hence, when their members are raising capital by trying to 
get a bank loan, they will be granted a more favorable loan facility. According to the Swed-
ish mutual guarantee society (SKGF), the member, in negotiation with the bank, could get 
a lower price of their loan, because of the decreased risk the bank is facing when granting a 
loan guaranteed by the mutual guarantee society. This guarantee means increased supply of 
capital and a lower personal surety for the member (Nutek, 2005c; M. Robertsson, Personal 
communication, 2006-04-13).  

What is in it for mutual guarantee societies? According to SKGF, a mutual guarantee soci-
ety has the right, locally in negotiation with the customer, to reach an agreement about a 
price level, recommended by SKGF, of 2-4.5% (SKGF, 2006; M. Robertsson, Personal 
communication, 2006-04-13). 

2.3.5 Subsidies 
In Sweden, there are a couple of subsidies a new venture can apply for.  

Regional investment support is designated to support a company’s investments, and can be 
given to companies which are estimated to be profitable and sustainable. The purpose of 
this subsidy is to promote increased growth and a balanced regional development in Swe-
den (Nutek, 2005a). Another one is occupation subsidy which can be given to companies con-
tributing to sustainable growth and balance in the business world. Regional subsidy for company 
development can be given to support investments in small-medium enterprises (SMEs) lo-
cated in sparsely-populated areas and the countryside all over Sweden (Nutek, 2005a). 

There are also subsidies for starting your own business, provided by the employment serv-
ice. The subsidy is supposed to work as initiate financing in a venture’s start-up phase, but 
to obtain the funding, there are some criteria that must be fulfilled (Wihlborg, 2003). 
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2.3.6 Private Equity 
Private equity is shortly described as people or organizations who invest in private, un-
listed, companies. Private equity firms or individuals typically provide the business with 
competence, a network of contacts, creditability, and control (SVCA, 2005). 

To be able to identify and discern the different types of private equity, SVCA (2005) has 
made a distinction between them, seen in figure 2.2 below.  

 

Figure 2.2 - Private Equity. 

Individuals who invest their own money, often in the start-up or early growth stage, are re-
ferred to as business angels, angel investors or informal venture capitalists (Smith & Smith, 
2004; Stoltze, 1997; Bernstein, 1996). It is common that business angels not only provide 
pure financial support, but also provide the business with their own skills, competence, 
knowledge and experience (Bradley et. al., 2002), and according to Liikanen (2003) this is 
what makes business angels unique compared to other investors. Business angels usually 
both understand and are willing to take the risk it means to invest in new businesses, and 
furthermore, they are willing to wait a number of years before they will be rewarded 
(Stoltze, 1997).  

Companies and institutions with a large amount of money to invest in businesses such as 
insurance companies and pension funds are referred to as a formal or institutional venture 
capital firm. However, it can be difficult for a new business to be financed through venture 
capital since venture capital firms tend to invest during later stages (Smith & Smith, 2004; 
Bradley et. al., 2002; Stoltze, 1997; Bernstein, 1996). As the amount of money required by 
the entrepreneurs increases, the venture capitalists overlap where business angels no longer 
are willing to invest (Vinturella and Erickson, 2004). 

The buyout concerns investments in companies that generates a strong cash flow and are 
found in the maturity phase (seen in fig. 2.1). 

2.4 Business Angels 
A business angel, also known as angel investor or informal venture capitalists, is an indi-
vidual investor who is willing to invest own resources in new ventures or small businesses 
(Freear et al., 1995; Kotelnikov, 2006), often in the start-up or early growth stage (Coveney 
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& Moore, 1998). Usually, the business angel does not have a prior relationship to the en-
trepreneur (Mason & Harrison, 1998).  

As mentioned in chapter 2.3.6, business angels can contribute with competence and/or 
capital to their investments (Freear et. al., 1995; Kotelnikov, 2006; Romano, 2006; Ward, 
2006). The capital provided by business angels can include funds for investments such as 
machines, equipment, inventory, employees, real estate and up-front costs (Barringer & Ire-
land, 2006; Bradley et. al., 2002; Liikanen, 2003). The amount of money that business an-
gels invest is usually around SEK 500 000 (Kempe, 2005). 

Business angels are unique in the way they can add value by contributing their competence 
to the venture, compared to other investors (Liikanen, 2003). The contribution might be 
their commercial skills and knowledge, entrepreneurial experience, business know-how, 
consulting, network of contacts in the business world, and advices which are highly valued 
by entrepreneurs (Mason & Harrison, 1998; Freear et. al., 1995; Bradley et. al., 2002; Lii-
kanen, 2003). Entrepreneurs perceive business angels to be helpful as they contribute in 
strategic development and operational areas (Mason & Harrison, 2000). Freear et. al. (1995) 
stated that business angels are working more actively with their investments than institu-
tional venture capital firms. The value is added through a productive working relationship, 
where the most common form is representation in the board of directors (Freear et. al., 
1995). 

The entrepreneur may not possess sufficient resources to further finance the business, and 
institutional venture capital generally do not invest in early stages. As a result of this, busi-
ness angels have become available to fill the gap between these two sources. The invest-
ments made by business angels are often relatively small, well below investments made by 
formal venture capital (Mason & Harrison, 1998). The most common source for financing 
a business is the entrepreneurs own funds and loans from their family and friends (Ward, 
2006). Informal venture capital is the most frequently used external source for seed and 
start-up financing (Freear et. al., 1995). One investment usually takes place as a business 
angel contributes the entrepreneur with capital and gets a share in the company as return 
(Helle, 2004). 

In Sweden, there are between 3 000 and 5 000 business angels, who together invest a total 
of approximately two billion SEK in new ventures every year. This can be compared to ap-
proximately 30 000 business angels in the UK who invest between SEK 8 and 16 billions in 
total (Lindström, 2005; Kempe, 2005; Helle, 2004). A business angel usually invests about 
11% of one’s total capital in unlisted companies and the average amount of money spent 
per investment is SEK 500 000. Investments in unlisted companies have according to 
Kempe (2005) become more important for the growth in Sweden and the creation of new 
job opportunities. Therefore, SVCA with support from Nutek is helping business angels to 
find new ventures to invest in. The association also predicts an increase in number of busi-
ness angels when the people born in the 1940’s retire (Kempe, 2005). On the other hand, 
Sääsk argues that the existing institutions and supporting organizations are still not acting 
efficiently in supporting new ventures to grow.  He further says that Sweden sees America 
as a role model where innovative companies grow rapidly. Sääsk argues that with consider-
able resources you are able to get a great return, but with lower stakes you will not get less, 
you will get nothing (A. Sääsk, personal communication, 2006-05-04). Thus, Sääsk stresses: 

“This should be an obvious starting point for all discussions in how to support innovative 
companies” (A. Sääsk, personal communication, 2006-05-04). 
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2.4.1 Who is the business angel? 
The typical business angel is a well-educated middle-aged male who possesses considerable 
business experience. In general, this person has founded several businesses, worked as en-
trepreneur or executive, and is often wealthy (Mason & Harrison, 1998; Freear et. al. 1994; 
Kotelnikov, 2006) According to Mason and Harrison (1998) the majority of business angels 
are business owners, company directors or business-related professionals such as account-
ants or consultants. In addition, Berggren (2005) states that business angels are willing to 
take risks and they are stimulated by actively develop new ventures. They also seek long-
term commitment and they do often have a great network of contact. 

2.4.1.1 Different types of business angels 

There are different types of business angels, and it is therefore a complicated task for the 
entrepreneurs to find out which type that would suit them best. In order to make the work-
ing relationship as successful as possible, it is important that the entrepreneurs know their 
needs so they can match them with their future business angel (Itzel et al, 2004). Business 
angels can be divided into two different types: active angels and potential angels (Krá� ovi�  & 
Hyránek, 2005). 

Active angels 

Figure 2.3 below shows and describes four different types of active angels.  

 

Figure 2.3 - Different types of active angels (Coveney and Moore, 1998) 

The entrepreneurial angel differs from the other types of angels by having entrepreneurial ex-
perience from earlier business, being richer and more active. In addition to the main pur-
pose with their investment which is to get better financial gain on the returns compared to 
other investments, they also sees informal investing as fun and satisfying (Coveney & 
Moore, 1998; Hindle & Rushworht, 1999). 

Companies that make investments similar to the ones business angels do, e.g. invest in early 
stages, are called corporate angels. In general, these angels both possess more money and carry 
out more investments than most individual angels (Coveney & Moore, 1998). They often 
follow their interests in own firms when investing (Krá� ovi�  & Hyránek, 2005). The main 
purpose for these angels is to get majority stakes in the company through their investments 
(Hindle & Rushworht, 1999), with the goal of financial gain (Coveney & Moore, 1998). 

Income seeking angels are individual investors who invest not only for financial gain but also to 
get a job and an income. They typically have made one or two low-level investments over 
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the last couple of years and are often the least wealthy angel, even though they are well-off 
(Coveney and Moore, 1998).  

A typical wealth maximizing angel is a wealthy private individual who have made numerous 
investments in new and growing businesses. Like entrepreneurial angels they are motivated 
to invest for the financial gain, but they are not quite as wealthy as the entrepreneurial an-
gels (Coveney & Moore, 1998).   

Potential angels 

Latent angels have been investing in businesses in the past (Krá� ovi�  & Hyránek, 2005), 
but since at least three years back been inactive. In general, they have considerably financial 
resources, and they are interested in making further investments but lack suitable business 
proposals (Coveney & Moore, 1998). 

Virgin angels are private individuals who have not yet made any investments, but are inter-
ested to do so (Coveney & Moore, 1998; Mason & Harrison, 1998). They think that this 
kind of investment can result in higher returns than the stock market can offer. A virgin 
angel is often not as wealthy as an active angel; subsequently they have fewer funds avail-
able to invest (Mason & Harrison, 1998). These angels do not invest even though they ful-
fill all requirements needed to invest, such as capital and competence (Krá� ovi�  & 
Hyránek, 2005). Further, the lack of information about searching and identifying invest-
ment and finding attractive business opportunities are two decisive factors why the virgin 
angels do not invest (Roure, 2003). Researches have shown that the numbers of virgin an-
gels are more than active angels (Coveney & Moore, 1998).  

Angels from hell  

There is an extreme among business angels called “cold-money” angels (May & Simmons, 
2001). The cold-money angel shows great enthusiasm for a deal or company, but when it 
comes to signing of key documents or the subject of reinvesting is raised the angel disap-
pear. When it comes to raising money in the second round it is important that the angels 
who invested in the first round are reachable for the new angels entering the company. If 
they are not available it could lead to consequences for the entrepreneurs and their attrac-
tiveness decreases. This can be explained with the new angels’ intolerance when searching 
for feedback and information about whether the original angels are interesting in further 
investment or not (May & Simmons, 2001). 

Other types of “angels from hell” are the novice or inexperienced angel who gives bad ad-
vices basically because he or she does not know the business or not even how to run a 
company. This is a very uncommon type of angel but it still exists (May & Simmons, 2001). 

2.4.2 How does the business angel work? 
Helle (2004) has defined four different roles a business angel can occupy in the invested 
company. These are described below. 

Active business angels, who support their entrepreneur, are always available to contact and 
work as a reserve strength for the actual company. To which extent the angel is used de-
pends on how good the entrepreneur is to notice when the business angel is needed (Helle, 
2004).  
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A business angel working as a coach is a person with a great influence on the entrepreneurs. 
The coaching angel often meets the entrepreneur continuously and provides the company 
with support, consultation when the entrepreneur requests it (Helle, 2004). 

There are some investors only investing on the condition that they can be a member in the 
team conducting the business. This can be explained by the need of control, but also by the 
satisfaction of participating in building a business (Helle, 2004). 

An angel who is in the board of directors indicates engagement. The membership of the board 
along with the shareholders agreement and other similar agreements that generates control 
gives the angel a comfortable position in the company that. With this position the angel can 
take a decision making roll (Helle, 2004). 

There are few of the total number of angels who choose not to take place in the company’s 
board of directors. If they are not in the board of directors they risk being the last to know 
if something should happened to the company. The board of directors in a start-up com-
pany differs from one in an established company because of the fact that the growing 
company constantly change (Helle, 2004).  

2.4.2.1 Business angel exit 

Early-stage involves higher risk and longer holding periods than later-stage investments 
(Freear et. al., 1995). In general, new ventures have no track record which makes it difficult 
for the business angel to analyze the risk for their investment (Linde & Prasad, 2000). As 
reward for the high risk the business angels are exposed to, there is a high potential for 
large returns (Ward, 2006). Further, Coveney and Moore (1998) states that business angels 
in general plan to carry out their exit after approximately six years, which compared to ven-
ture capitalists is a longer time horizon. 

Average returns expected by business angels is 32.5% a year compared with 40% for ven-
ture capital funds (Freear et. al., 1995). In addition to the financial reward, business angels 
consider the non-financial gain as a part of the reward, such as satisfaction or happiness of 
being a part of developing new ventures (Freear et. al., 1995).  

Every angel is looking for a return as good as possible. The two most discussed ways of 
doing an exit is by selling the investment through an acquisition or going public by making 
an IPO. According to Helle (2004), business angels hope that at least one out of five of 
their investments will be successful. They can expect that one or two are going to be an av-
erage investment, there are probably going to be one “living dead”, meaning still exists but 
can not be sold, and one bankruptcy (Helle, 2004).  

May and Simmons (2001) argue that already at day one of their partnership, the angel and 
the entrepreneur need to think about the exit strategy. They further states: 

“A good exit strategy is founded on a good operating strategy” (May & Simmons, 
2001, p. 178) 

At the same time entrepreneurs have to be patient executing an exit strategy and have in 
mind that angels usually have a longer time frame than venture capitalists. A lot of angels 
are in it as long as the prospect stays healthy. Therefore the exit strategy needs to be up-
dated frequently (May & Simmons, 2001).  
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Industrial acquisition 

Industrial acquisition means an acquisition by a company in the same branch. This type of 
exit is not only the most common, but most often it also brings the highest return. One of 
the reasons to the high return is according to Helle (2004) the fact that the buyer is in the 
same industry and therefore appreciates the company on different basis than other buyers 
outside the industry. The industrial buyer may see financial or marketing benefits, wants to 
broaden their product range or their amount of patent. Thus, the buyer could be willing to 
pay more than what is seen relevant to the numbers shown in the counting. Another bene-
fit with this type of exit is that it is usually considered to be a faster deal than an acquisition 
carried out by a buyer outside the industry. This is often due to the due-diligence process 
being shorter and less extensive (Helle, 2004).  

May and Simmons (2001) argues that it is also important to, like they states, spruce the 
company up.  Things like organizing records, make the office look professional and making 
sure that the board is active and involved, could make the company more attractive to po-
tential buyers (May & Simmons, 2001). 

A disadvantage with an acquisition is, according to Helle (2004), that the company is forced 
to give out sensitive information about key employed, and/or key customers to a competi-
tor. Anyhow, this risk could be decreased with agreements designed before the negotiation 
begins (Helle, 2004). 

IPO (initial public offering) 

According to May and Simmons (2001), an IPO is to an exit strategy what royal straight 
flush is to a poker hand, with other words the very rarely. An IPO becomes reality for less 
than one percent of new companies. In US less than one in a thousand of start-up compa-
nies get to an IPO.  

Helle (2004) believes that an IPO is more of a checkpoint than an exit. He argues that an 
IPO is a proof of an achievement made by the founders, and that it takes a lot of time and 
hard work to get there (Helle, 2004). For example the company needs clean and organized 
records. Furthermore, finding an investment banker willing to underwrite the offering is 
one of the most difficult things for a company trying to go public. The bankers are very 
careful and the thoroughly due diligence of a prospective company is exhaustive and ex-
hausting. Normally the underwriters are not even considering talking to a company without 
a respected reference (May & Simmons, 2001).  

May and Simmons (2001) found out that most business angels do not like entrepreneurs 
talk about big plans of going public, unless they have done it before and thus know what 
they are talking about, because they think it is naive and lack of realism. Marc Sheriff, an 
angel and co-founder of AOL ones said;  

“If you’ve raised kids, you don’t tell your seven-years-old to go play Little League baseball 
so he can turn pro” (May & Simmons, 2001, p.177).  

It is not only up to the founders to make the IPO a successful exit; it is rather up to the 
market, the traders of the stocks. The market has to find the company interesting and be-
lieve in the company’s possibilities in being successful in their business. The market climate 
is also one thing that the underwriter will have in mind considering the offering. There are 
other advantages with an IPO, not only in terms of money. Suppliers and other market par-
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ticipants will see a well performed IPO as a sign of stability (Helle, 2004; May & Simmons, 
2001).  

A disadvantage with an IPO, for the original investors, is that they are not able to sell their 
shares directly. Normally there is a period of six to twelve months before the investors can 
get out of their position. As mentioned above an IPO is time consuming and often expen-
sive as well (Helle, 2004).  

2.4.3 Why and when do entrepreneurs need business angels?  
Entrepreneurs who understand the distinctive roles of angels and venture capital funds can 
save time and increase the odds of raising capital from the right source at the right time 
(Freear et. al., 1995). According to Freear et. al. (1995) and Berggren (2005), private inves-
tors are less expensive and take less time to close a deal with, compared to formal venture 
capital. The main reason for the short time is that business angels only need to consider 
their own money (Berggren, 2005).  

2.4.3.1 Capital 

One of the most obvious reasons for using business angels is the need of capital, which is 
described in chapter 2.2, the importance of raising capital. Capital is not only required in 
the earliest stages of a venture’s life cycle, but also when the company wants to grow and 
expand. 

How to grow without going bankrupt? Accountants say that the decision to go from a 
small company to become a medium size company is just as risky as the start up stage. A 
spokesperson at the Institute of Chartered Accountants says that the stage of small-
business growth often is followed by small revenue, long periods of expenditures, and an 
over reliance on credit and lenient creditors. Thus, when the small wants to get bigger 
banks will not grant any loans as they do not accept this kind of risk (Abernethy, 1999).  

So the banks are not comfortable with the risk of the growth plans, but what about the 
venture capitalists? The risk should not be a problem, but they are often looking for a 
larger investment, involving more money. According to a survey made in Australia almost 
half of all capital seekers were looking for less then $100 000. The business angel is in most 
cases looking for investment equal to the entrepreneurs search for capital, traditionally the 
investment does not exceed $500 000. They are obviously playing in the same field and are 
made for each other (Abernethy, 1999). 

2.4.3.2 Competence 

In a study done by Australia Bureau of statistics, 1996, the author found out that only one 
out of four small businesses had an operator with some form of small business manage-
ment training. Furthermore, the study showed that only 18% had a business plan and 89% 
of those stayed to it. During the twelve month period of the study 76% (equal to 605 000 
companies) consulted some kind of external advisory service (Abernethy, 1999).  

At the same time other studies show that one of the potential angel’s major concerns is ex-
actly the quality of management. “Management team” was listed as the greatest non-
financial factor in investment, even ahead of “growth-potential of market” (Abernethy, 
1999).  
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In addition, the Business Finance Support Program’s coordinator Bob Beaumont says that 
it is rather common for professional business angels to invest their time and management 
skills in an innovative company before allocating capital. This could mean that an angel 
who finds a new or immature company with an impressive innovation or product is willing 
to make the company “investment-ready” with his own management skills and then invest 
capital in it (Abernethy, 1999).  

In these companies, with the need of capital but mostly the angel’s management skills, the 
angels are typically professional managers with a lot of money and a huge contact book 
worth a fortune for the aspiring small company. The business angel sees an opportunity to 
turn the company around with his or her successive management techniques, and then 
benefit from that turnaround (Abernethy, 1999). 

Further, companies who want to grow and expand might be in need of business angels’ 
competence in order to add value to the company, as discussed in chapter 2.4. 

2.4.4 Where do entrepreneurs find their business angel 
The market for informal venture capital is according to Mason and Harrison (2000) an al-
most invisible source of financing for entrepreneurial venture; hence it is difficult to find a 
business angel. To find one, the entrepreneur often uses informal contacts such as family, 
friends and wealthy business contacts, other entrepreneurs, attorneys, accountants, com-
mercial and investment bankers, customers/suppliers (Freear et al., 1995). There is also a 
formal way of finding capital which involves going through angel networking organiza-
tions. These networks are often used by the most active business angels to increase their 
chances of finding new and attractive investment opportunities (Tutor2uTM, 2005).  

Efficient channels for matching business angels and entrepreneurs can overcome the high 
search costs incurred by investors seeking opportunities and entrepreneurs seeking inves-
tors, thereby improving the ability of both active and potential angels to invest (Mason & 
Harrison, 1998). 

Entrepreneurs who are good at matching the characteristics of their ventures and the per-
sonal tastes of business angels should be able to raise funds on terms that are attractive to 
both parties (Freear et. al., 1995). 

2.4.4.1 Business Introduction Services 

“Business introduction services” are organizations which act as a match-maker between en-
trepreneurs seeking capital and investors looking for investment projects (Coveney & 
Moore, 1998). In Sweden, the Swedish Venture Capital Association (SVCA) is one of the 
most known organizations who are supporting both the interest of entrepreneurs and ven-
ture capitalists such as business angels (SVCA, 2005). Another organization which provides 
a match-making service is CONNECT which is described more in detail in a later section 
(CONNECT Sverige, 2006a). 

2.4.4.2 Business Angel Network (BAN) 

In the early 2002 it was both difficult for entrepreneurs to locate private investors and for 
investors to locate investment opportunities. This was, according to Gullander and Napier 
(2003), due to the existing information gap on the informal capital market. There was an 
urgent need for reducing this gap and Gullander and Napier (2003) argue that it is only 
through wider communication and awareness that the informal capital market can be de-
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veloped and serve the new companies better. A business angel network (BAN) facilitates 
investments by creating communication channels between business angels and entrepre-
neurs (Gullander & Napier, 2003). The contact person or coordinator at the BAN works as 
an intermediary, sometimes called gatekeeper, and evaluates the proposals sent in by e.g. 
entrepreneurs. This is a necessary and time saving work and it is also facilitates for the en-
trepreneur who does not need to put effort in finding the right investor haphazardly but 
will be matched by the coordinator at the BAN. It is also common that this formal associa-
tion of angels does not only act as intermediary but also shares assets and coordinates the 
angels’ work procedures to facilitate the investments. The BAN is usually a legal person e.g. 
joint-stock company, partnership companies or economic association (Helle, 2004). 

According to Sundberg (2005) the number of business angel networks has increased from a 
single one in 1999 to 28 in the year of 2005. In addition, Berggren (2005) states that during 
the year of 2004 networks in Sweden included about 1 000 business angels. On the other 
hand, there are also many angels who decide to work outside the official networks and in-
stead seek to find smaller and thus more informal associations of angels, so called syndica-
tion (Smith & Smith). Compared to formal BANs the informal networks may lack the so 
called gatekeeper unless some of the angels individually shoulder that burden (Helle, 2004).  

If an angel has a lot of costly obligations in several investments, and if at the same time 
several problems suddenly occur, he or she will have a hard time planning his or her eco-
nomic situation. Consequently angels who decide to work with others, in informal associa-
tions, run the risk of being exposed to their partner’s private economic situation. 

Below, Helle (2004) lists a few advantages with investments through official networks: 

• It is easier to market the network with share costs 
• An official coordinator generates a higher flow of proposals 
• Inappropriate proposals are weeded out in an early perusal 
• The possibility to combine every single angels contact network as a common asset 
• Expertise in different kind of industries could be represented in the network 
• Experienced angels teach new angels  
• A greater opportunity for follow-on investments 
 

During the year 2002, the European Commission (2002) made a study called benchmarking 
business angels among members of the European Union, concerning how politics are able to 
support business angels and the founding of new business angel networks. The study was 
made because of the authors’ belief that in a company’s early stages a business angel is an 
important source of financial capital, entrepreneurial know-how and experience (European 
Commission, 2002). 

In the report’s conclusion, the authors recommend that the Member States should help 
raising the awareness, and locally and regionally support network operations. They also 
recommend that attention should be paid to the effects of taxation on business angel activ-
ity (European Commission, 2002).  

This study led to that they in Sweden made an inventory of their BANs which is now the 
underlying “knowledge” for the continuous development of the networks (Nutek, 2005a). 

2.4.4.3 NUTEK & Seed cap arena 

Nutek is the Swedish national public agency for economic and regional growth. Their pur-
pose is to contribute in raising the number of new enterprises, also to expand enterprises 
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and strong regions, thus facilitate a sustainable national economic growth (Nutek, 2005a). 
In order to make this possible, Nutek must realize entrepreneurs’ need of access to capital, 
entrepreneurial know-how and experience, whereas the business angels play an important 
role. This is why Nutek works to increase the availability of well functioning business angel 
networks. The key is, according to Nutek (2005a), regional networks with a regionally envi-
ronmental responsibility.  

A lot of countries have some kind of support for this activity and some of them are sup-
ported by the government. Nutek (2005a) believes that there has to be some kind of initial 
support for the founding of new BANs. That is why 18 organizations have received an ini-
tial support from Nutek to start regional networks which tasks will be recruitment of busi-
ness angels, implementation of investment forums and provide education together with 
other networks (Nutek, 2005a).  

Seed cap arena is an event, organized and sponsored by Nutek, where the young generation 
of companies have an opportunity to obtain new contacts, competence and financing, e.g. 
via business angels. The invited companies usually have an innovative product or service 
with commercial potential. They should also find themselves in an early business stage and 
have both the ambition and potential to grow. Among the companies who qualify, the pri-
ority is on those who have not received external financing to any greater extent before 
(Nutek, 2005b). 

From the investor’s perspective the event aims to attract business angels, venture capitalists 
and others in the investment business, who is interested in engagement, both financially 
and non-financially, in the companies described above (Nutek, 2005b). 

The entrepreneur is given five minutes to present the company in front of the potential in-
vestors, followed by a more detailed discussion between the participators. The entrepre-
neurs have their own place, located outside the conference hall, with their company name 
and the possibility to show products, pictures and relevant information. To make the event 
professional and as rewarding as possible the entrepreneurs participate in a preparatory 
educational process, and a full-dress rehearsal (Nutek, 2005b).  

2.4.4.4 CONNECT  

CONNECT is an organization seeking to increase the possibility of development in grow-
ing ventures in Sweden. They are doing this by providing a match-making service, bringing 
entrepreneurs together with capital and competence, organizing activities and offering 
guidance (CONNECT Sverige, 2006a). According to Jakobsson an important process for 
CONNECT is to recruit business angels to their network and then educate and evaluate 
them in order to offer entrepreneurs competent investors (N. Jakobsson, personal com-
munication, 2006-05-08). Another central matter is to find and evaluate interesting invest-
ment project which CONNECT can offer their business angels. CONNECT has “spring-
boards” which is a panel of experts who coach entrepreneurs to move forward by identify-
ing their opportunities, solving problems, reviewing the business idea, giving practical ad-
vices, and preparing the entrepreneur for the presentation in order to attract external inves-
tors (CONNECT Sverige, 2006b; N. Jakobsson, personal communication, 2006-05-08). 
About 12 to 15 times a year, entrepreneurs are given the opportunity to present their idea 
to several business angels, in general between 20 and 25 potential investors. The only occa-
sion when business angels can announce their interests for projects CONNECT offers is at 
this presentation (N. Jakobsson, personal communication, 2006-05-08). 
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2.4.4.5 Venture Cup 

Venture Cup is a business plan competition which is a great opportunity for entrepreneurs 
to develop their business idea from a concept to an actual venture. At this competition, a 
large network of entrepreneurs, business angels, venture capitalists and other business peo-
ple who are willing to realize promising business ideas are gathered (Venture Cup, 2006).  

2.4.4.6 Incubator 
An incubator is an organization, aiming to support new ventures and educate entrepre-
neurs. They often offer the new ventures to rent offices and buy equipments to subsidized 
prices, and provide a great network of contacts, e.g. business angels, to get new businesses 
up and running (Wihlborg, 2005).  

2.4.5 How do entrepreneurs find the “right” business angel? 
In this chapter, theories on how to find the “right” business angel are gathered. These 
theories can be used in order to increase entrepreneurs’ chances of finding the most suit-
able business angel for their business. Moreover, what entrepreneurs should consider and 
do before starting a working relationship in order to avoid “angels from hell”, also called 
business “devils” (May & Simmons, 2001). 

2.4.5.1 What should entrepreneurs look for in the business angel? 

If possible, entrepreneurs should try to find a business angel with the same technical or 
market background as themselves (May & Simmons, 2001). This goes in line with a re-
search made by Coveney and Moore (1998) which suggests that the entrepreneur should try 
to find a business angel with a background in the entrepreneurs own industry. The research 
further proposes to focus on developing a personal relationship with the different potential 
angels. 

Entrepreneurs knowing what kind of angel they need, have a clear advantage when trying 
to find one. Relating to different types of business angels discussed in chapter 2.4.1.1, en-
trepreneurs who are not willing to give up substantial stakes should not choose a corporate 
angel or entrepreneur angel since they seek majority share holdings. Further, an entrepre-
neur without prior business experience may prefer to collaborate with an entrepreneur an-
gel who possesses valuable experience of entrepreneurship, or an income seeking angel 
who would participate in more day-to-day activities. Likewise, a virgin angel or latent angel 
could suite an experienced entrepreneur best. Therefore, an entrepreneur should thor-
oughly work out what kind of support they need, financial or non-financial, and try to 
choose an angel in line with those needs (Coveney & Moore, 1998). 

2.4.5.2 How can entrepreneurs avoid angels from hell? 
When discussing the risk in cooperating with angels and the uncertainty about what they 
are going to bring to the entrepreneur’s company, May and Simmons (2001) recommend to 
“follow the money”. Relevant questions could be; why did this person become an angel in 
the first place, and how did the angel earn its first money? In addition, do they possess any 
knowledge which will be awarding for my company? May and Simmons (2001) argue that 
angels like most others stick to what they are good at. Thus if entrepreneurs want answers, 
doing research on the angel’s business and financial history, called due diligence, will give 
them what they need (May & Simmons, 2001).  
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2.4.5.3 Due diligence 

An important part of creating a successful relationship is due diligence which is a process 
of verifying potential partners before entering a collaboration (Van Osnabrugge & Robin-
son, 2001). The background check can be more or less extensive and might include a cou-
ple of phone calls and a few visits, but it might also include weeks of meetings, loads of 
questions, and documents going back and forth. Doing due diligence on an angel could be 
sensitive because no one likes other people digging their background, especially when it 
comes to money (May & Simmons, 2001). 

Notice that due diligence is also carried out on the entrepreneur where business angels re-
views their potential investment. The verification process includes a background check, re-
view of track record of the entrepreneur and the company, and market potential (Van Os-
nabrugge & Robinson, 2000).  

2.4.5.4 Closing the deal 

When the entrepreneur and business angel have gotten so far that they are going to close 
the deal, the actual agreement do not need to be complicated (Helle, 2004). Helle (2004) 
recommends that both parties take the time they need to make sure the formalities are cor-
rect, as it is both costly and time consuming to make up for mistakes in the agreement.  

2.4.6 How to be an attractive investment project 
How to be an attractive investments project goes in line with the business angels’ criteria to 
invest, therefore some things entrepreneurs should consider are described below. In addi-
tion, entrepreneurs need to understand that not all business angels have the same invest-
ment criteria; hence entrepreneurs need to adhere to what the potential business angel finds 
most important (May & Simmons, 2001).  

Business angels are generally looking for companies with potential to both grow and in-
crease profitability (Kotelnikov, 2006; Romano, 2006; Ward, 2006). Further, Freear et. al. 
(1995) states that when business angels invest in high risk entrepreneurial ventures, they 
also expect a high return. In general, business angels also prefer to invest in firms located 
relatively close to home in terms of geographical distance (Mason & Harrison, 2000). 

One of the most important criteria a business angel considers before investing in a business 
is, according to Coveney and Moore (1998), the impression of the entrepreneur and/or the 
management team, such as their enthusiasm and trustworthiness. Further, in order to in-
crease the chances of being seen as attractive, entrepreneurs can make sure they have a 
product or service with future potential, worthy contacts, and a competitive space (May & 
Simmons, 2001).  

“If you’ve got a good story, talented management, and the skills to pull it 
off – regardless of whether you fit the normal investment mode – angels 
want to hear about it” (May & Simmons, 2001, p. 26). 

Furthermore, some investors consider the business plan as an excellent tool to get an idea 
about the company and estimate whether it is an interesting investment project or not 
(Helle, 2004). The business plan is often the first contact an investor has with the company, 
and should therefore contain relevant information for the investor. Parts that should be 
covered in the business plan are information about the company’s objectives and business 
activity, rather than their products or services (Helle, 2004). 
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2.4.7 Entrepreneurs guide to business angels 
Van Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) have gathered a few tips the entrepreneur should 
consider.  

First of all, the entrepreneur should try to personally finance and bootstrap their company 
as long as possible, until the need for external financing becomes evident and unavoidable 
(Van Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000). SVCA (2006) argues that the opportunities of find-
ing external capital have become more demanding. Therefore, the entrepreneur must care-
fully consider why the capital is needed. The entrepreneurs also need to ask them selves if 
risk capital is what they want. In general, investors seek a yearly return of between 25% and 
50% from their investments; subsequently entrepreneurs should consider whether they can 
cope with this (SVCA, 2005). On the other hand, business angels expect a lower rate of re-
turn, compared to venture capital firms (Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2006) 

Secondly, according to Van Osnabrugge and Robison (2000) entrepreneurs should learn as 
much as possible about business angels and their behavior, and subsequently decide what 
type of angel they prefer and what role they want the investor to take. Entrepreneurs must 
identify the non-financial need and find out which kind of competence the investor 
should possess (Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2006). To find out more about 
business angels and their background, entrepreneurs can carry out due diligence. For ex-
ample, the entrepreneur can study the companies the business angel already has invested in, 
and also talk to people who have been working with him or her (May & Simmons, 2001). 
This can also minimize the risk for “angels from hell” (May & Simmons, 2001; Van Os-
nabrugge & Robinson, 2000). On the other hand, the most common due diligence is ap-
plied on the entrepreneur from the angels perspective. The business angel reviews the 
company’s track record of management team, size and growth potential of the market, 
competitive advantage of product, and more. These are some factors which might be good 
to consider before searching for business angels (Van Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000).  

Another advantage with business angels is that the average time it takes to close a deal is 
much less than venture capital firms. This can be explained with the due diligence that the 
entrepreneur is exposed to, is less extensive (Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2006).  

Further, to find business angels, the entrepreneur can use personal or professional net-
works, matchmaking services, angel alliances and networks, venture capital clubs and so on 
(Van Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000).  

In addition, entrepreneurs need to thoroughly work out the business plan which is go-
ing to underlie the business’ future success (SVCA, 2006). The entrepreneur needs to make 
sure the business plan is up to date and includes approximate potential valuations and real-
istic financial plans which indicate a competent and accurate entrepreneur (Van Os-
nabrugge & Robinson, 2000). As May & Simmons (2001) state, there are no companies 
that can obtain capital from either venture capital firms or business angels without a well 
written and worked-out business plan.  

The last, but not least important advice to entrepreneurs is to be patient, do not just take 
the first offer. Instead, choose the most appropriate angel who can add the most value to 
the company (Van Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000). May & Simmons (2001) also recom-
mend the entrepreneurs to start with letting the investors know about their exit inten-
tions. Still, entrepreneurs need to be patient during the cooperation as business angels usu-
ally are willing to wait a number of years before executing the exit strategy (May & Sim-
mons, 2001).  
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One of the most important factors for a successful partnership between an entrepreneur 
and a business angel is personal trust. Hence, as entrepreneur you should avoid making 
deals if there are any doubts about the potential partner’s honesty and intentions. Likewise, 
this applies for business angels as well (May & Simmons, 2001). 

Entrepreneurs should be prepared to do business with several angels, as they often invest 
together, called syndication. If other experienced business angels invest, they are more will-
ing to do the same thing, and consider it to be less risky (May & Simmons, 2001).  

On the other hand, entrepreneurs will have to give up some control of their company to 
angels who usually take a position on the board of directors or an important consulting 
role. According to Stanford Graduate School of Business (2006) investors can provide a 
much better support if they have a managements position where they can set targets and 
directions.  

2.4.7.1 Pros and cons with business angels 

Van Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) argue that advantages and drawbacks of business 
angels should be weighed before the search for these investors are initiated. The research-
ers have gathered the advantages and disadvantages with business angels in figure 2.4 be-
low (Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000).  

The advantages are divided into three groups, of which the first one is angel’s characteristics, 
including the added value business angels bring, the geographical width in terms of loca-
tion, and more tolerant investors. The second group is called investment characteristics and re-
fers to what kind of investments business angels are looking for, such as smaller deals, 
start-up or early stage ventures and in addition, these investors invest in all industries. The 
last and third group is added bonuses which involve the leveraging effect business angels 
convey, plus there is no high fees (Osnabrugge & Robinson, 2000). 

 

Figure 2.4 – Pros and cons with business angels (HBS Working Knowledge, 2000). 

Moving to the disadvantages, Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) states that first of all, it is 
argued that there is a small amount of follow-on money, meaning capital is only provided 
once. Further, business angels often want a say in the firm and can therefore overrule the 
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entrepreneur. As discussed in an earlier chapter, business angels might turn out to be “dev-
ils” or “angels from hell”. The last drawback Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) brought up 
is that business angels do not bring national reputation to leverage. 
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3 Methodology 
In this chapter, the research methodology that has been used to gather information to this thesis is presented. 
How the selection is done, analysis of data and critique to the choice of method is also described.  

To find answers to questions or a problem some type of research and investigation need to 
be carried out. Investigation is defined as something that is gathered and analyzed, and 
which hopefully will develop knowledge. In order to develop knowledge from the investi-
gation, the right research methodology has to be used to make sure the information that is 
gathered is relevant (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992).  

3.1 Primary data 
A primary source is when information is gathered directly from someone that possesses 
knowledge about the event or environment the information considers (Repstad, 1993). 
Ejvegård (1996) states that in general, primary sources are better than secondary. Primary 
data is gathered when a witness to a certain event is taking notes of the information he/she 
finds relevant (Burns, 2000).   

There are many ways to classify different types of research methods and ways of collecting 
data. The most common way is to distinguish the qualitative method from the quantitative 
one (Myers, 1997). The method that is suitable to use is determined depending on which 
problem that is going to be researched (Burns, 2000).  

To get the relevant primary data for this thesis the authors thought that conducting inter-
views would be most suitable in order to get the questions answered. Therefore a qualita-
tive approach would be the best method to use. A description of the method the authors 
chose is shown in the chapter below.  

3.1.1 Qualitative research 
A qualitative research method is used to gather information from a deep perspective, not 
from a wide one. To fulfil this, the study should be carried out on only one or a few per-
sons. During the research a close relationship is built between the researcher and the per-
son who is studied. The goal with a qualitative research is to achieve a result from the ques-
tioned persons own view.  

“Qualitative research methods are another way of understanding people and 
their behaviour” (Burns, 2000, p.391).  

A qualitative research is flexible in many ways. Sometimes sub questions are needed to 
complete the research and therefore results can end up different even if they started with 
the same theme (Repstad, 1999).  

When a qualitative research method is carried out, data can be obtained through interviews 
and observations (Myers, 1997). According to Repstad (1999), the most important material 
researchers use in a qualitative method is the text they have noted from the observations or 
interviews. Doing a qualitative research helps the researcher to achieve more knowledge 
about certain people and the environment surrounding them (Myers, 1997; Burns, 2000).  

This results in that the researcher gets an own view of the area that is researched. An addi-
tional strength of a qualitative method is according to Burns (2000) that the findings in the 
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study are more describing compared to a quantitative method which mostly present statis-
tics. Subsequently, the people who read the report get more knowledge from a qualitative 
research method compared to a quantitative one (Burns, 2000). 

Since the authors of this thesis seek to obtain a deeper understanding of the subject, a 
qualitative method was chosen. How the authors selected the “right” persons to interview 
and the course of action when the authors performed the interviews is further described.  

3.1.2 Selection 
When carrying out a qualitative method the number of people selected to participate in is 
less compared to a quantitative one. This is because of that a qualitative method is used on 
fewer people to get answers from a deeper perspective while the quantitative one seeks to 
get answer from a broader perspective from a lot of people (Repstad, 1999). 

Because the research for this thesis is limited to entrepreneurs and business angels in Swe-
den, the criteria the authors chose for the selected people were that they should be working 
and living in Sweden. People at SVCA, SweBan and Connect Skåne helped the authors to 
get in touch with entrepreneurs they could use in their research. 

In order to answer the questions, the authors needed to interview both business angels and 
entrepreneurs. The goal was to find five entrepreneurs and five business angels, summariz-
ing to a total of ten people. The task of finding entrepreneurs and business angels to inter-
view was no easy task, much more difficult than the authors had expected. The entrepre-
neurs were rather easy to get in touch with and they were also willing to take part in our in-
terview. On the other hand, when it came to finding business angels problems arose. Many 
of the business angels the authors asked to participate in the interviews were either too 
busy or were not willing share their information. This was even though the authors in-
formed them that they could be anonymous and that no information about them and what 
they have said would be presented in the thesis without their permission.  

Finally after a long time of searching and trying to reach entrepreneurs and business angels 
who could participate in our interview, the authors found four entrepreneurs and three 
business angels to interview (see appendix 1).  

3.1.3 Interview 
When information regarding a certain subject is gathered through a conversation with one 
or more people it is called an interview (Kylén, 1994). The person who is asked in an inter-
view is called respondent, or according to Burns (2000) informant. The answers from the 
respondents are the material that the researcher works with (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992).  

There are structured and unstructured interviews. Structured interviews are designed in a 
way that gives the interviewer an exact concrete answer from the respondent. Unstruc-
tured, on the other hand, is when the respondent answer questions by talking freely and 
then the interviewer can complement with additional questions if there is something more 
he or she want to know (Kylén, 1994). When using the unstructured interviews it does not 
really matter in which order the questions are asked to the different respondents as long as 
the questions are answered. Therefore the unstructured type of interview is more flexible 
compared to the structured one where the questions are asked in the same order to the re-
spondents (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992). According to Burns (2000) this type of unstructured 
interview is also called an open-ended interview.  
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To identify the “right” persons to interview, contact them and then persuade them to take 
part in an interview are difficulties that the researcher has do deal with when arranging an 
interview (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992). 

Six of the interviews the authors conducted were carried out by telephone which the 
authors also recorded. The reason for interviewing by telephone was the distance and lack 
of time which made this alternative the most suitable for both the authors and the respon-
dents. The advantages with taping interviews are many such as the researcher can focus on 
what the respondent talks about without having to take notes during the time. After the in-
terviews are finished, it can also be useful for the interviewer to critical listen to the inter-
views with the intention to be a better interviewer by recognizing what can be done better 
next time (Repstad, 1993).  

As one of the business angels was on a business trip to Jönköping, the authors got one per-
sonal interview which was recorded as well.  

The authors contacted the entrepreneurs and business angels via e-mail and phone calls 
and with the people that were willing to take part in the interview the authors agreed on a 
time for when the interview should take place. The authors used an unstructured type of 
interview though the goal was the same for all of them, that their answer should cover all 
of the questions. The time used for the interviews differed depending on how much the re-
spondents talked freely and also how much they had to add in addition to our questions. 
Some of the respondents preferred to talk freely first and then wait for the authors to add 
new questions if they thought that the whole question had not been answered enough, 
other preferred to be asked question by question. 

Before the interview took part the questions were sent to the respondents so they were able 
to prepare and know what the authors were about to ask them. Some of the respondents 
had already answer the questions and sent written answers back to the authors before the 
interview. 

3.1.3.1 Interview questions  

In order to obtain relevant information that could be used to fulfil the purpose of this the-
sis, the interviews were designed after the authors had written the theoretical framework 
Two different interview forms were created, one with questions for each category of the 
people, i.e. one for the entrepreneurs (see appendix 2, 4) and one for the business angels 
(see appendix 3, 5). Since the interviews were carried out in Swedish, there are two versions 
of each interview form, one in Swedish and one in English 

3.2 Secondary data 
Secondary data is information gathered from secondary sources and therefore seen as less 
valuable than primary data. Secondary data can work as a back-up to the primary data 
(Burns, 2000).Secondary data can also be described as judgments done by someone who 
has not experience the thing he/she describe (Repstad, 1993). 

Looking for relevant theory was one of the first things that the authors started to do when 
they began to work with this thesis. The authors wanted to get information from as many 
different sources as possible and therefore other thesis, books from the library, articles and 
different databases were used. The databases the authors used were Google Scholar and 
Scirus, because the authors knew that these databases include articles and research oriented 
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publications which are reviewed by scholarly peers. After all the information had been 
gathered the authors started to sort out the information they considered most relevant for 
the thesis. The result of the secondary data that was gathered became the information pre-
sented in the theory.  

3.3 The presentation and analysis of data 
Data has to be interpreted to bring meaning. To make the interpretation of the data con-
venient it has to be structured and organized in a good way (Repstad, 1993). Burns (2000) 
states that gathered data needs to be analyzed in order to give a meaning. How the data is 
interpreted, analysed and written down by the researches depends on the researchers’ stile 
and creativity (Repstad, 1993). 

The theory was presented as the second part in the thesis. The theory parts that were cho-
sen to be presented are the ones that the authors thought were relevant and needed for 
both themselves and the reader to know in order to obtain understanding within the sub-
ject. Later the theory parts were used as a basis when the question forms for the interviews 
were designed. 

The authors used interviews as a complement to the theory that was needed to dig deeper 
into the subject and to get more answers and understanding of how the theory works in re-
ality. This was done in order to help the authors to solve the research questions. 

The relevant data gathered from the interviews were written down shortly after the inter-
view took place. Later, this text was the basis for which information to present in the em-
pirical findings, but also lay as ground for our analysis. 

In order to make the thesis coherent, the information gathered from the interviews has 
been organized in the empirical findings and analysis according to the structure of the theo-
retical framework. The information that covers the same areas is gathered from all of the 
respondents and presented under the same headline. By having the same structure in theo-
retical framework, empirical findings and analysis it will make it easier for the reader of the 
thesis to follow the text and be able to compare different parts with each other.  

The authors tried to find relevant information from the empirical findings and tried to 
compare how well it suited the theory parts and what differed. When analysing the authors 
also tried to find out how well they had fulfilled the purpose of the thesis and if the re-
search questions were answered.  

3.4 Validity and reliability 
To make sure that the method used in the research is suitable and useful it has to be valid 
and reliable. If it is not valid or reliable, the data has no value (Ejvegård, 1996).  

The word “validity” refers to the fact that researchers actually measure what they are sup-
posed to measure (Ejvegård, 1996). Valid information is how good a given group in a cer-
tain area can be measured by a test (Burns, 2000).  

To measure the validity of the questions to the business angels they were sent to Maria 
Nilsson who is responsible for everything concerning business angels at Swedish Venture 
Capital Association (SVCA). She reviewed the questions to see if there were anything the 
authors should change before they sent them to the angels. When Maria had done her 
comments and added things that she thought should be included in the question form the 
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authors corrected this in the question form and in that way the validity of the interview 
questions increased.  
 
The reliability identifies the trustworthiness and the usefulness of the instrument used to 
measure and the unit of used in the measurement. The instrument used in the measure-
ment, for example a questionnaire, is often designed to favor the researcher’s interest. The 
result of that is that the reliability of the used measure instrument is low. Therefore it is 
important that the reliability of an instrument is observed (Ejvegård, 1996). 

The authors tried to reach a high reliability by explaining their background, why the re-
search was done and which purpose the authors tried to fulfill, to the respondents. This 
was done in the beginning of the interview as an introduction before the authors started 
asking the questions. The authors tried to be as neutral as they could during the research by 
designing the question forms on the basis of the theory and what was needed to be an-
swered to fulfill the purpose of the thesis. This was done without including the authors 
own interest.  

3.5 Critique of methodology  
The respondents’ willingness to talk is a factor that makes it difficult for the researcher to 
appreciate how long time the interviews are going to take (Burns, 2000).  

The use of interview as a research method is criticized to focusing too much on peoples 
own opinions, views of things, and to neglect social structures, conditions and material. 
The criticism is more like a reminder for the researcher when analyzing and interpreting the 
result than an objection against accomplishing interviews (Repstad, 1993).  

When qualitative research methods are used the researcher often offer the person they are 
about to interview trust by promise them that they are allowed to be anonymous. A limita-
tion with this is that it is difficult for the researcher to sort out and use relevant information 
when presenting the result. Another limitation when using a qualitative method is that the 
collection of data, the analysis and the interpretation from the research requires a lot of 
time from the researchers (Burns, 2000). 

Time is one of the disadvantages with the method the authors used. It took way much 
longer time that they had counted with to find the “right” persons to the interviews. After 
the authors found the persons to interview they also had to find a suitable time for both 
them and the respondents which were a little bit complicated sometimes.  

One thing the authors missed was to check the validity of the questions to the entrepre-
neurs. The reason for this was that the authors did not have any contact person who was 
responsible for entrepreneur questions. This can be seen as critique to the way we chose to 
use the method. 

Disadvantages against taping interviews are that it takes much time from the researcher to 
write the interviews down. Another is that many people get inhibited when a recorder is 
used during the interview and this can result in that they feel uncomfortable with the situa-
tion (Repstad, 1993).  

Before the authors started with the interviews they informed the respondents that the con-
versation would be recorded, and they were all fine with that. As most of the interviews 
were conducted by telephone, the authors think that the respondents was not affected 
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negatively, mainly because they could not see the actual recorder. However there is still dis-
advantage against telephone interviews compared with personal interviews. When doing 
telephone interviews you might miss important expressions that the respondent makes 
when explaining and answering questions. This can be caught when personal interviews is 
done. But time schedule for both us and the respondents more or less forced us to use 
telephone interviews for most of the interviews.  

Despite the criticism against the method the authors chose to use when writing this thesis 
and that some disadvantage that the authors not had counted with from the beginning 
arose they still think that the choice of the method was the best one they could have cho-
sen. The interviews complemented the secondary data that had been gathered in a way that 
helped the authors to fulfill the purpose of the thesis and get answers to the research ques-
tions. The authors got answers from a deeper perspective from a limited number of busi-
ness angels and entrepreneurs than they probably would get if they had used another 
method.  
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4 Empirical Findings 
The findings from the interviews and surveys with both business angels and entrepreneurs are described in 
this chapter. 

4.1 Entrepreneur’s perspective  
In order to obtain a deeper understanding for how entrepreneurs perceive business angels, 
four entrepreneurs from different companies have been interviewed. All entrepreneurs are 
working with at least one business angel in Sweden. Another thing the companies have in 
common is that they are all very innovative companies offering high technology products. 

The entrepreneurs who participated in the interviews are: 

Andreas Ekengren at Lyyn is from now on referred to as simply “Lyyn”. Lyyn had no pre-
vious experience of how to run a business or how to work with business angels, but do 
now cooperate with a business angel network, called Augmenta (A. Ekengren, personal 
communication, 2006-05-12). 

Jan Hjalmarsson at Jemm is from now on referred to as simply “Jemm”. Jemm is rather in-
experienced working with angel investors but do now deal with three business angels of 
which one he is related to (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03). 

Claes Rydin at Safetool is from now on referred to as simply “Safetool”. Safetool have pre-
vious experience from cooperating with business angels and do now work with two (C. 
Rydin, personal communication, 2006-05-03). 

Anders Axelsson at Lamera is from now on referred to as simply “Lamera”. Lamera is very 
experienced when is comes to business angels and are now working with 13 of them (A. 
Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26). 

4.1.1 Entrepreneurs’ view of why and when they need business angels 
Lyyn had tried to obtain capital from different venture capital firms without any result, but 
as the business angel network Augmenta was willing to invest in the pre-seed stage, both 
parties were interested to make a deal. Nevertheless, at that time, Augmenta had gotten fur-
thest in the negotiation and as Lyyn states: “It was do or die for us”. In addition, Augmenta 
represented a wide industrial competence and they informed that if they would invest in 
Lyyn, they would work actively in the company. Lyyn states that other investors they have 
been in contact with have told him that they can provide capital, but that they are surely 
not going to do any entrepreneurial work. Thus these kinds of investors see the investment 
as a pure stock trade while Augmenta wants to participate in the development of their in-
vestment (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03).  

Lyyn needed cash, competence and contacts, and Augmenta could provide all this. The 
capital financed wages, facilities, equipment, and costs for patent. As the two founders had 
no experience in building a business they wanted to take a short-cut by obtaining this 
knowledge from a business angel. This competence was considered very valuable for Lyyn. 
In addition, Lyyn argues that contacts within the business are extremely important. Con-
tacts make it possible to get in touch with larger companies, which otherwise would be al-
most impossible. For example, if the entrepreneur wants to get in touch with someone at 
Sony Ericsson, the business angel can arrange this within a week. Again, contacts is re-
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markably important, especially when you as entrepreneur do not have a known name or es-
tablished relationships, which is needed to do business with the people at a management 
level (A. Ekengren, personal communication, 2006-05-12). 

The business angels have been very active and helped Lyyn to restructure their way of 
working and thinking. They have provided stability, which is difficult to obtain when you 
start a new business and you try to find your place in the market. Lyyn prefers using busi-
ness angels in the every day business as they take responsibility and an active role in the 
company. Hiring consultants can be a very good alternative, but it is also very costly which 
requires that the entrepreneur possess money to pay them. Lyyn needed to use consultants 
for issues regarding patent, laws, and economy (A. Ekengren, personal communication, 
2006-05-12). 

Jemm considered the capital as the main need. Jemm states that business angels also pro-
vide fast money, a wider contact book, and make banks more willing to grant loans since 
the company has a competent board of directors. In addition, the number of mistakes 
could be reduced due to the business angels’ experiences (J. Hjalmarsson, personal com-
munication, 2006-05-03).  

For Safetool, obtaining capital was the primary objective, even though they were in need of 
some competence. Safetool had considered all alternatives of financing, but found business 
angels most suitable. Safetool considers them self as fortunate as the business angels they 
have been working with have been good. Further, Safetool states that all the owners in the 
company agree upon most matters, such as goals and exit strategies (C. Rydin, personal 
communication, 2006-05-03).  

The first time Lamera was looking for angels the company found themselves in a seed 
phase. They had patent and they had a clue where to sell their product, but they did not 
know their exact customer. Even though the company was looking for capital in front of 
competence they tried to find a business angel with competence and experience in leading a 
board of directors. In the case of Lamera a loan was impossible to get, basically because 
there was nothing to mortgage. Finding angels was according to Lamera the only way to 
raise capital. Other reasons why Lamera is using angels are advisory purposes and the an-
gels net of contacts. Business angels have business angel friends and they are talking and 
listening to each other. Hence, if a company needs more capital their business angels 
probably are likely to have some friends who are willing to invest. Also in the acquisition of 
material and finding the right supplier these contacts have been helpful for Lamera (A. Ax-
elsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26). 

When considering time, Lamera says that an angel is really efficient. If the angel find your 
business concept interesting an agreement will not be far away. As fast as right after the 
first meeting the deal could be set (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26).  

On the other hand, Lamera believes that when collaborating with angels it is common that 
a lot of entrepreneurs make big mistakes. They have big plans and are suddenly hit by the 
reality that it is difficult and time consuming to lead a company. Some entrepreneurs that 
have obtained angels and advisors do think that these people on their own will make the 
dream come true. According to Lamera, angels are important but it is not wisely to rely on 
them totally (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26).  

“It is your dream and you are the one to realize it” (A. Axelsson, personal commu-
nication, 2006-04-26). 
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Today Lamera is in an expansion stage as they have their production in place but are not 
showing positive cash flow. Because of the expansion phase with marketing and sales costs 
the company will most likely have their third new share issue with hope of bringing in an-
other six million SEK. As Lamera at this stage is situated in an expansion state, the new in-
vestors are probably going to be venture capital companies (A. Axelsson, personal com-
munication, 2006-04-26). 

4.1.2 Entrepreneurs’ view of how business angels work 
According to Lyyn, it is good to know that all investors are in it for the money, a lot of 
money. They invest with hope and believe that their support is going to make the business 
lucrative and successful. As an entrepreneur it might be easy to be naive and believe that 
the investor is in it because it is fun, but they need to consider that investors are often very 
goal oriented business people who would do anything to make money. Therefore, entre-
preneurs should make sure they have all agreements in a paper copy, and use people who 
have experience of contracts when signing them. Even though Lyyn used little help by pro-
fessionals when handling the shareholders agreement, Lyyn recommends other entrepre-
neurs to spend extra money on attorneys and legal experts in order to lower the risk of 
misunderstanding (A. Ekengren, personal communication, 2006-05-12). 

Lyyn’s business angel network Augmenta’s had a goal to obtain a return which is five to six 
times more than the invested funds in a time frame of five years. This goal was brought up 
at an early stage and was seen as a very clear exit strategy. At the moment, Augmenta have 
two active representatives in the board of directors at Lyyn (A. Ekengren, personal com-
munication, 2006-05-12). 

Jemm has no information regarding the business angels’ goals and demands on return, but 
believes that their own goals surely exceed the business angels’ (J. Hjalmarsson, personal 
communication, 2006-05-03).  

The two business angels in Safetool work independently and are not affiliated to any busi-
ness angel network, but they are likely to have contacts from earlier investment. These 
business angels expect about SEK 6 for each invested SEK (C. Rydin, personal communi-
cation, 2006-05-03). 

According to Lamera the first new share issue generated SEK 250 000 and most of it was 
used in order to attract and obtain larger funds. They also obtained a chairman for the 
board of directors who had the experience they were looking for. The second new share is-
sue brought 13 angels to the table and funds equal to two million SEK and the company 
had to give up 20 percent of the shares. The capital was once again the main objective for 
Lamera (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26). 

Lamera states that business angels act fast, but they also act depending on others. Accord-
ing to Lamera the process is similar to the domino effect. A good idea is to look for an an-
gel with self confidence and a lot of money and make him or her positive to your concept. 
If he or she is convinced others will follow (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-
04-26).  
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4.1.2.1 Entrepreneurs’ view of how to work with a business angel 

In order to obtain the needed funds, Lyyn had to sell 67% of the company’s share to the 
business angels, which Lyyn considers to be far too much (A. Ekengren, personal commu-
nication, 2006-05-12). 

Lyyn argues that the cooperation with Augmenta which has two active representatives in 
the board of directors at Lyyn have worked out excellent. The business angels have pro-
vided almost everything that Lyyn expected them to do, except one thing. As time has past, 
it has come to Lyyn’s understanding that their business angels lack contacts in later stage 
investments, which means that they have no clear exit-strategy after all. Lyyn means that if 
there would be an established relationship between the business angel and venture capital 
firms, business angel Alpha could call Beta at a venture capital firm and tell Beta that she 
should study Lyyn which Alpha values very high. Then Beta would respond by thanking 
Alpha for the advice and eventually invest in Lyyn in e.g. the expansion stage. Therefore, 
Lyyn gives the advice to entrepreneurs to find out which partners the business angels have 
in mind in their exit strategy and what relationship they have to them (A. Ekengren, per-
sonal communication, 2006-05-12). 

One reason for why Lyyn did not spend a lot of money on the shareholder agreement is 
that they never were afraid of being fooled by Augmenta. In addition, Lyyn have had the 
opportunity to talk and discuss with colleagues, friends and other business contacts who 
could verify that there were nothing suspicious in the agreement. Lyyn further points out 
that they have been in touch with other investors were they did not feel comfortable with 
the personal relationship, thus Lyyn consider it to be very important when dealing with 
business angels. Lyyn argues that if you are going to work actively with someone who is go-
ing to be chairman in the board of directors and take most of the decisions, but also is go-
ing to be your boss, having a good personal relationship is of essence (A. Ekengren, per-
sonal communication, 2006-05-12). 

Jemm had to sell a total of 12.5% of the company share to the business angels, which is 
equivalent to SEK 1 250 000 in risk capital. Jemm has been working with business angels 
for a couple of years and has so far not seen or noticed any disadvantages with the collabo-
ration, this makes Jemm very satisfied as the cooperation with business angels have devel-
oped the company positively (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03).  

The four owners of Safetool had to give up a 20% share of the company to the business 
angels. Safetool are open to all different scenarios of exits as long it is within the time 
frame. At the moment, Safetool have two business angels, but sees no hinders in finding 
new ones if more capital is needed, which might occur if Safetool is going to expand (C. 
Rydin, personal communication, 2006-05-03). 

4.1.3 Entrepreneurs’ view of where to find their business angel 
During Lyyn’s search for external capital, they found the business angel network 
CONNECT Skåne. Lyyn got a mentor at CONNECT and took part in their “springboard” 
activity. After presenting their business ides, Lyyn got a lot of offers from different inves-
tors. Lyyn could now choose their business angels which actually resulted in a whole busi-
ness angel network, called Augmenta (A. Ekengren, personal communication, 2006-05-12). 

Finding business angels can according to Jemm be difficult and is obviously depending on 
the business cycle. At the moment when Jemm was seeking capital the number of investors 
willing to invest was limited. Jemm found their business angels by first going to the bank in 
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order to obtain a loan. The bank directed Jemm to CONNECT Skåne which helped them 
to get in contact with business angels. After contacting CONNECT, it took Jemm about 
six months to close a deal with the business angels. CONNECT helped Jemm with the 
company presentation they would hold in front of interested business angels affiliated to 
CONNECT. This was the only occasion business angels could find out more about the 
company and show their interest of investing in Jemm. According to Jemm, many investors 
who were interested in investing could not attend at the presentation, and could therefore 
not invest in Jemm (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03).  

Safetool went to institutional venture capital firms in hope of obtaining capital, but without 
any success. Safetool also knew about business angels and could therefore start looking for 
them when capital was needed. The business angels they work with were found through 
the company owners’ personal contacts (C. Rydin, personal communication, 2006-05-03). 

Being located at an incubator has also been an important factor for getting Lamera up run-
ning. According to Lamera, with an incubator’s existing infrastructure including network of 
capital and angels, and also coaches who can give the entrepreneurs the support they need, 
it is a perfect start a new venture. According to Lamera, there are some different ways to 
find a business angel. One way is though business angel networks (BAN). Lamera con-
tacted CONNECT Väst and sent them a draft of their business plan which they found in-
teresting. Together with some other capital seekers Lamera got the opportunity to present 
their business concept for a number of business angels. After the presentation a lot of an-
gels wanted to invest in the company. Lamera could sift through the interested angels and 
prioritize angels based on their fortune (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-
26).  

4.1.4 Entrepreneurs’ view of how to find the “right” business angel 
In order to minimize the risk and to get to know the business angels better, Lyyn studied 
which companies the business angels have or have had in their portfolios, and how those 
companies have developed. Other attributes which indicates good angels is if they can 
prove they are affiliated to an active business angel network, and especially if that network 
is established within the same industry as the entrepreneurs business (A. Ekengren, per-
sonal communication, 2006-05-12). 

Jemm soon got the feeling that four out of the seven interested business angels were just 
interested in “taking over the firm” or “drive them over” and therefore, they stayed away 
from them. Out of the three remaining business angels, Jemm choose two of these busi-
ness angels who he considered having an agreed personal chemistry with, and who could 
provide both capital and competence. Jemm uses three business angels, two of them were 
found through CONNECT and the third one is personally connected to one of the foun-
ders. The collaboration has since then turned out to work just fine. Jemm made up his de-
cision based on the gut feeling and thinks that the personal relationship is decisive for 
which angel to choose. Jemm also consider the network that his angels were affiliated to 
have been a decisive factor for the development of his organization (J. Hjalmarsson, per-
sonal communication, 2006-05-03).  

The owner of Safetool has earlier experience of business angels and knows some “good 
angels” who also possesses capital. Safetool was looking for business angels with similar in-
terests. Because of all the proposals Safetool got, he had turned many of these down, and 
could therefore also choose who ever he felt most comfortable with. Safetool says that if 
entrepreneurs are going to work together with a business angel for the first time, they 
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should avoid suspicious agreements. This problem can be solved by turning to attorneys 
and legal experts. Safetool argues that entrepreneurs should rather spend some extra money 
in order to avoid unwanted situations (C. Rydin, personal communication, 2006-05-03).  

Lamera argues that before getting in closer contact with a business angel the entrepreneur 
should make sure to review their references or get in touch with people who know the an-
gel, also contact the tax authority in order to see if the business angel has any complaints 
(A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26). 

According to Lamera there are people who call themselves angels but are actually just curi-
ous and want to come to a presentation and maybe talk about themselves. Lamera argues 
that a potential investor, on the other hand, often asks a lot of questions about the com-
pany concerning the production, patent, key employees, sales etc (A. Axelsson, personal 
communication, 2006-04-26).  

4.1.5 Entrepreneurs’ view of how to be an attractive investment project 
Lyyn states that it is difficult to attract investors if the entrepreneur can not provide them 
with information about sales or potential customers. If entrepreneurs know their customers 
and do have customers who claim they are going to buy a certain product or service from 
the entrepreneur, and especially if you have it on paper, the company will be seen as at-
tracite. Further, the knowledge of how big the potential market is, i.e. net sales, is another 
factor which contributes to an increased attractiveness due to easier valuation. On the 
other hand, providing this information is both very difficult and requires a lot of work (A. 
Ekengren, personal communication, 2006-05-12). 

Before Jemm began searching for business angels, they made sure to update their business 
plan and pointed out the parts that in general are most interesting for business angels to 
obtain deeper understanding about. As an advice, Jemm wants to point out that entrepre-
neurs should trust their feeling, and in addition Jemm argues that personal chemistry is very 
important (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03). 

In order to be an attractive investment project, Safetool argues that the company needs a 
good business plan. It should be simple and not more than three pages long. The entrepre-
neurs should know what they are talking about, and it should also include a neat and tight 
counting. Safetool was estimated to be a safe investment. They already had customers, 
there where no market or technical risk, and in addition the board of directors was compe-
tent. Safetool points out that having an excellent business idea is of great importance, even 
if this means that it needs to be stolen from someone else. (C. Rydin, personal communica-
tion, 2006-05-03). 

Lamera argues that as an innovative entrepreneur in an early stage it is a good idea to 
search for competitions like Venture cup. For Lamera this event really facilitated their 
search for potential investors because of the PR the victory generated (A. Axelsson, per-
sonal communication, 2006-04-26).  
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4.2 Business angel’s perspective 
All interviewed business angels are Swedes who normally invests in Swedish ventures. They 
are all active business angels and have made at least one investment. 

The business angels who participated in the interviews are: 

BA1 which was the first angel to interview is 43 years old male and has a long experience in 
America as this is where he got his bachelor and master degree. He worked and even 
started a couple of companies here before he started his career as a business angel. BA1 
sees himself as a relatively new angel as he only has two years of practical experience and 
has invested in only three companies.  

BA2 is 36 years old, educated in Lund and has been working in the financial business for 
the last eight years. He has been interested in investments and the financial business since 
high school, and believes that this is the case for many angels. His first private investment 
was made a couple of years ago and before that he concentrated all his investments to the 
public market.  

BA3 is 39 years old and has been an active business angel for seven years. He has no uni-
versity education but has been educated internally at his previous employment. BA3 has 
been focusing at marketing and sales. He has his own company since the year 1998 focus-
ing on consulting SMEs.  

4.2.1 Business angels’ view of why and when entrepreneurs need them 
As already known, angels are considered to be the first external investors in new ventures. 
BA1 thinks that a business angel should be used as soon as the founders have a grip of 
how to present their idea in a proper way. BA1 says that as a company develops and gets its 
first products sold, its value increase and becomes expensive. Therefore, in the search for 
new investments, companies in an early seed phase are of interest.  

This is also the case for BA3, who considers him being among the unique minority of an-
gels investing in the pre-seed stage. BA3 also believes that as soon as you have a clear vi-
sion about your company’s future, and your intentions with the product or service the en-
trepreneur should start looking for an angel. Not only because a clear vision more easily 
convince the angel, but also the entrepreneur will get a fairer valuation of his company.  

Unlike the other respondents BA2 seeks potential investments that have past the seed 
phase and are heading for market penetration within a period of maximum twelve months.  

Because of the fact that there are a lot of different angel types, BA2 thinks that it is difficult 
to give a specific answer to when an entrepreneur should consider the angel alternative. He 
thinks that there is a specific answer to the specific case. For the local companies which are 
not active in global markets, there are a lot of local business angels as well. Maybe they are 
the proper alternative. He further believes that a typical mistake made by entrepreneurs, is 
that they often associate business angels with large investments and huge transactions. BA2 
argues that the majority of angels are the flip side of this belief and that a common invest-
ment sum is around SEK 150 000 – 400 000, initially. Anyhow, BA2 argues that most of 
the active angels have their own net of contacts which is partly why angels are attractive to 
work with, and this could be seen as a reason for collaboration.  
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Another important factor, BA2 argues, is that business angels fill the gap between the seed 
phase and the venture capital firm’s entrance. Hence, using an angel facilitate the process in 
attracting future investors (see chapter 4.2.2.4).  

In addition to the need of capital, new entrepreneurs are often in need of some compe-
tence as well, especially in issues related to the market, e.g. distribution, finding customers 
etc. BA1 believes that there are entrepreneurs trying to get this competence from consult-
ing instead of finding it in an angel. Consulting is expensive and without engagement, they 
do the job and then they leave. Angels engage, they have their money invested in the com-
pany, and they enjoy running projects, and moreover they take responsibility.  

BA3 agrees about how an angel’s commitment to the task differs from consultancy but 
stresses the importance of having straight rules about what the entrepreneur wants from 
the angel, i.e. competence etc. Further these rules have to be clearly understood before 
signing any contracts. 

4.2.2 Business angels’ view of how they work? 
Today BA1 is active in three investments. He strives for a portfolio of four or five active 
investments to be able to spread the risk. He also prefers the different investments not to 
be in the same development stage, and at least one being close to exit.  

According to BA2 his number of investments is dependent on how involved he wants to 
be in the projects. Today this is rather involved, and his ideal portfolio consists of five up 
to eight investments, both public and private. He further agrees upon the fact that an in-
creased number of investments leads to a decreased risk. On the other hand, the broader 
portfolio does not neglect the risk of ignorance; therefore BA2 stresses the importance of 
knowledge when investing. 

BA3 says that his existing structure in his portfolio consisting of five investments feels ac-
curate. He further believes that with new developed routines in handling the portfolio an 
amount of ten investments will not be a problem. BA3 further argues that it is difficult to 
estimate an average investment sum. Partly it is due to the fact that when he invests in a 
company he wants to get in as soon as possible. Initially the capital part is the smallest and 
the competence part is the predominantly. If the company needs more money this is han-
dled gradually. In addition BA3 wants to find an exit opportunity within two years, but says 
that the time frame is often extended. 

When discussing how long it usually takes for a business angel to decide whether to invest 
or not, BA1 believes that it is a shorter process than for venture capitalists, and in his case 
it is normally four up to five months. He says that all paperwork, especially the sharehold-
ers agreement, and the process of getting to know each other is most time consuming. 

BA1 explains his way of investing as a process in four steps. It begins with the 15 minutes 
long presentation at CONNECT followed by a second meeting with further questions. 
Then the negotiation together with lawyers follows which in the end leads to the final 
shareholders agreement. 

As an objective for his invested money and engagement BA1 aims for a return of about six 
times the invested sum, in a time frame of approximately three to five years. 

BA2 further believes that as an angel you need to be patient. In the public market you are 
able to buy and sell all the time, whenever you want. In the private market, as an angel, in-
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vestments take place in such an early stage and there is a long and difficult way to success. 
As an angel you have to be realistic and postpone the beliefs in profits for about three or 
four years. Hence, your time perspective has to be long when you are in the private market. 
BA2’s time to exit is approximately four up to seven years, but it could be shorter as well as 
longer.  

BA2 describes his process in finding a potential investment and the steps towards the final 
deal as a funnel. First there is the presentation at CONNECT where the gut feeling is rela-
tively decisive. BA2 argues that somehow, already at this early stage you know whether it is 
something to commit oneself to. After the presentation there is a lot of analyzing. If the 
analysis is positive BA2 tries to decide how much he is willing to invest. BA2 argues that 
this decision depends on his intention of taking risks that specific day. The final step is the 
shareholders agreement and this is often the most time consuming step. The whole process 
usually takes about three months to carry out.  

When BA3 finds a potential investment it takes about eight up to twelve weeks before a 
deal can be set. He thinks this time could be reduced if all the basic data for the decision 
making process is available as soon as possible. Also the economical questions are time 
consuming when the investor and the entrepreneur have different opinions on how to ap-
preciate the value of the company. 

4.2.2.1 Due diligence 

BA1 thinks that in Sweden it is easy to access and then review peoples’ track record as long 
as you know their personal identification number. Further he thinks that when you are 
about to establish a relationship like this, both the entrepreneur as well as the angel are in 
the business on similar bases, to be successful and get a high return. Also before entrepre-
neurs can present the business at CONNECT their records are checked by the network. 
Hence, BA1 thinks that when investing through a network the due-diligence part is exag-
gerated. 

BA2 believes that a background check or credit inspection of the entrepreneur is a good 
idea and can guarantee the business angel’s safety. Have the entrepreneurs been working 
together before? If so, was it successful? Again, the people behind the company are impor-
tant.  

BA3 says that he put a lot of effort in due diligence. What is the entrepreneurs’ history, 
have they started a company before, do they present their business idea in a convincing 
way, and do you get the impression that they got the passion? BA3 wants the correct and 
straight answers to these questions in order to consider the proposal.  
 

4.2.2.2 Business angels’ view of working with entrepreneurs 

On a monthly basis BA1 works actively with the investments for about two days. It could 
be more and it could be less depending on the number of angels that are involved in the 
same project. In addition, the company situation and the specific case matters. In BA1’s in-
vestments his tasks are related to market activities. He negotiates with suppliers, evaluate 
distribution opportunities and search for potential customers. He also carries out board as-
signments. Further he believes that to be able to have a juridical control of the investment 
angels must be in the board of directors.  

In BA2’s case, he works with his investments in average approximately five up to ten hours 
a week, but this is of course depending on the specific case and in which stage the com-
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pany is situated. Initially the burden is heavier due to all new information the business angel 
needs to obtain. 

In some of his investments BA2 has been in the board of the directors. Anyway, he does 
not demand being a member of the board because he believes that as an angel you always 
have to realize your limitations.  

“You cannot run the company yourself, but you should always be in the passenger seat” 
(BA2, personal communication). 

BA2 refers to the American expression “capital employee”, and argues that as an angel you 
have to know what is going on. An entrepreneur has to realize that to run a successful 
business both capital and human resources have to be considered equally important. 

Actively in his investments, BA2’s competence consists of structuring the board’s routines 
in financial issues, i.e. how to raise capital in the future. Again, angels should stick to their 
competence and let the entrepreneur do the same. He stresses that an entrepreneur has to 
realize the importance of this balance and that he has to believe in the angel’s competence. 

BA3’s tasks in his investments are as an active member of the board find potential buyers 
of the entrepreneur’s product or service and also take care of future capital supply and 
other financial related issues. Further BA3 believes that it is important to actively support 
and encourage the entrepreneur and his crew in their every day work. Approximately on a 
weekly basis this work takes about five up to ten hours and BA3 sees himself as a very ac-
tive angel. BA3 demands a position in the board due to the financial control it brings, oth-
erwise there is no deal. 

4.2.2.3 Syndication  
In one of BA1’s investments he is the only angel, and in the other two there are other an-
gels as well, a so called syndication. He believes that it is a question of security or precau-
tion. If you find out that there are others interesting in the same company you probably in-
terpret that as if you have found the right investment. BA1 refers to the expression “money 
follows money” and says that at CONNECT’s company presentations it is common that 
the first angel expressing positive thoughts, becomes the first mover and others automati-
cally follows. On the other hand, money follows money in the other direction as well, why 
put your money in a company that others refrain from? 

BA2 thinks that syndication is relatively common due to extensive investments and there 
being few angels who are neither willing nor able to spend that kind of money in a single 
investment.  

BA3 explains that when there is an opportunity given he cooperate with a syndication of 
angels around Europe. BA3 is sometimes cooperating with other business angels in Swe-
den, Scandinavia and Europe. This is not a formal network, e.g. like CONNECT, but it 
could be seen as an informal and unofficial collaboration of friends investing together 
when an opportunity occurs.  

4.2.2.4 Exit  

BA2 stresses the importance of discussing the exit at an early stage. There has to be a pre-
determined exit scenario for BA2 to invest. The scenario does not necessarily have to be 
precise but at least expressed. All parts need to be aware of the different intentions that the 
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owners have. Once again, the matching of agendas is the most important factor when col-
laborating according to BA2. 

BA3 has similar beliefs as BA2 when it comes to discussions about exits. Due to the limited 
time he is investing in a company BA3 stresses the importance of exit strategies.  

“You always need to help the company guarantee the next step in their financial planning” 
(BA3, personal communication). 

According to BA3, this is not only essential for the entrepreneur, but also for oneself as 
you otherwise might miss the possibility for an exit. In some cases you have a clear vision 
of the buyer from the moment you enter your investment which facilitates the exit proce-
dure. Anyway, the exit strategy depends on the specific case and the specific market and its 
development. Hence, BA3 states that it would be fairer to call it exit scenario than exit 
strategy.  

BA1 agrees upon that all external factors affects a company, and do not believe in there be-
ing good models for the perfect exit, and thus believe that exit strategies need to be up-
dated frequently.  

4.2.3 Business angels’ view of where they can be found 
BA1 is involved in the business angel network CONNECT Skåne. He like the professional 
way CONNECT is working and that it is an independent network conducted by the con-
federation of Swedish enterprise. The network has continuously held meetings with entre-
preneurs presenting their businesses, which BA1 attend and look for potential investments.  

BA2 is involved in Swedish Venture Capital Association (SVCA) and is also member of 
CONNECT Skåne. He believes that business angel networks are of great importance, both 
from the angel’s perspective as well as from the entrepreneur’s perspective. He sees himself 
as an active angel who constantly searches for potential investments. He argues that busi-
ness angel networks, in his case CONNECT Skåne, are a great help in this search for new 
investments. Entrepreneurs inform the network about their needs of a special competence. 
The network sifts through the applications and picks the promising once for a presentation 
in front of interested angels. BA2 further believes that there also are a lot less active indi-
viduals with a lot of money investing indirectly through active angels by supporting them 
economically. 

BA3 is one of the founders of the business angel network Swedban, founded 1999, which 
according to BA3 has fulfilled its purpose and is now closing down. He explains that 
Swedban was founded partly because of the existing negative attitude to business angels, 
their way of working as well as their reliability. Swedban tried to make guidelines and rou-
tines for working with angels. Further BA3 explains that his appraisal model for potential 
investments has been developed along with the development of business angel networks. 
This is important because of the fact that his time to enter an investment is at the pre-seed 
stage where the risks are high. Further BA3 is not affiliated to any formal network, never-
theless, when looking for potential investments networks are of great help.  

In addition, angels’ friends are often angels as well, and BA2 thinks that the mediate func-
tion between angels is important for the entrepreneur striving to raise capital in the second 
or third round. 
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BA3 confirms this argument by explaining that he and his angel friends do sit in this favor-
able position and mediates a lot of interesting projects and business ideas. He continuous 
and says that when he gets tip-offs and knowledge about a potential investment this speed 
up the investing process. 

4.2.4 Business angels’ view of how entrepreneurs can find the “right“ 
business angel 
BA1 further believes that the number of business angels in Sweden has increased exponen-
tially during the last couple of years. He does not believe that the amplification has affected 
the quality of the angels and their way of working. BA1 has got the impression, at 
CONNECT Skåne, that the new angels coming are competent. Not all individuals are will-
ing to be an angel, it takes a lot of time, hard work, capital and the angel has to make a lot 
of decisions. Therefore it is a serious business with serious actors. There are probably a lot 
of myths about there being “bad” angels making an entrepreneurs life miserable. BA1 
thinks that this belief is distorted and exaggerated and that there is nothing to be afraid of. 
Just understand and realize the fact that for the angel entrepreneurs are an investment 
which should generate a return as high as possible. 

BA2 stresses that as an entrepreneur you should be careful in collaborating with angels that 
want a say in the firm. Again, as for the angel the same goes for the entrepreneur, look for 
an angel with a matching agenda. It is also important that you respect each others compe-
tences, and that you realize the importance of the composition, your own competence is 
not necessarily more important than the other.  

BA2 further argues that to be a business angel it is not enough to only have the money 
needed. You also need an interest in building companies as well as an interest in the eco-
nomic life generally. BA2 believes that as driving force angels do not just see the possible 
profit but also the possibility to contribute in the creation of a successful business or pro-
ject. 

BA3 also believes that there are some angels not to trust, but they are not that many. He 
thinks that there is no need for the entrepreneur to be anxious as long as they review the 
angel’s track record and find answers to questions regarding their personality and how they 
have act in previous investments. Further, check with the tax office and the Swedish Com-
panies Registration Office. Also evaluate if the angel has the competence and capital you 
need and try to find out if he or she are prepared to take responsibility for actions over 
time. 

4.2.5 Business angels’ view of an attractive investment project 
One of the questions that this report tries to find an answer to is how an entrepreneur can 
be an attractive investment object. What is decisive for an angel to find the company in-
vestment worthy?  

When searching for investments there are a couple of things BA1 is looking for. What 
about the product: are there potential customers, is there any market research carried out? 
It is also a good idea to think about the financing part, how much capital does the company 
need over time, and in addition, is there any budget made? Do they have some kind of plan 
that describes short and long term goals and how to reach them? But the most important 
aspect for BA1 is the founder, or the people who are set to fulfill the founder’s idea. As an 
angel you are going to work with your investment for about three to five years. Thus, it is 
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important that the founders’ personality matches your own. Further, are they committed to 
the business idea and the product or service? Are their thoughts and valuation of the prod-
uct realistic? Do they have what it takes to run a company with help from a board of direc-
tors? BA1 tries to avoid entrepreneurs who seem to be pure technicians or those who give 
the impression of being pure salesmen.  

According to BA1, entrepreneurs should have made a market research or be able to pre-
sent potential or given customers. In addition entrepreneurs should have a budget, some 
kind of financial plan and a clarification of the economical size of the project. To get help 
with this preparation an incubator like Science Park or similar could be used.  

BA2 is also convinced that the personal aspect is the most important in the search for in-
vestments. You have to find a company with an agenda similar to your own. If you are in 
the business for the same reasons the possibilities for a successful cooperation will increase. 
An attractive product or service constitutes the base for a potential investment but the per-
sonality, the engagement and the commitment to the product or service is the decisive fac-
tor. BA2 tries to find investments with a great future potential, something extraordinary.  

When it comes to search for potential investments BA3 has his clear investment area where 
he wants to find unique business ideas or companies. He specifically looks into the people 
behind the company which could be the board as well as the founders. He also tries to un-
derstand whether there is a potential global market for the product or service. Anyway, the 
most decisive aspect, according to BA3, is the individuals. He states that if you believe in 
their potential to pull this through, do not hesitate! 
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5 Analysis 
An analysis of the findings in the empirical study is in this chapter related to the theories brought up in the 
theoretical framework.  

5.1 Analyzing business angel respondents? 
The business angels who participated in our interviews may not represent the average busi-
ness angel since the respondents are younger than the average. Comparing the average in-
vestment with the number that Kempe (2005) stated, this also indicates that the business 
angels in our sample might invest a rather small amount of money.  

We consider BA1 to be an income seeking angel, as he has made two low-level investments 
in the last couple of years, and consider his position as business angel to be his job (Cove-
ney & Moore, 1998). Since BA1 do not invest much money, we believe he is not as rich as 
the average business angel, and therefore suits into the criteria of an income seeking angel. 

Where to consider BA2 is complicated, but as he says that, as a driving force angels not just 
see the possible profit but also the possibility to contribute in the creation of a successful 
business or project (Coveney & Moore, 1998), we believe he is most of an entrepreneurial 
angel. On the other hand, we believe that he is the least wealthy of the respondents, which 
contradicts with the fact that the entrepreneur angel is the richest (Coveney & Moore, 
1998). Thus, we could also consider him as an active wealth maximizing angel.  

We consider BA3 to be a corporate angel, since he often invests in syndication with his in-
formal business angel network (Coveney & Moore, 1998). On the other hand, BA3 has a 
lot of entrepreneurial experience as he has invested in companies the last seven years. In 
addition, the fact that he has spiced up his portfolio with business angel investments as he 
wants to achieve a higher return than other investments (Coveney & Moore, 1998), could 
make BA3 an entrepreneurial angel.  

 

Figure 5.1 - Analyzing who the business angel is 
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5.2 Analyzing why and when entrepreneurs may need busi-
ness angels 
Most books and articles we have read argue that every business needs a business angel. Our 
findings in the empirical study could not prove the opposite. None of the participants had 
anything negative to say about business angels.  

If the statement would be true, why are there not more entrepreneurs working with busi-
ness angels? The only explanation for not collaborating with business angels found in our 
research was; entrepreneurs lack of knowledge about business angels (further discussed in 
chapter 5.4), the “my own company” attitude, and the fear of someone else taking over 
their business. 

We believe that the “my own company” attitude contradicts with entrepreneurs striving to 
realize their dream of building a successful company, since using external support often in-
crease their chances to succeed. This might be explained by entrepreneurs’ weak judgment 
skills and/or poor understanding in what is required to fulfill their dream. Further, the fear 
of someone taking over the company you once built is another factor contributing to un-
willingness among entrepreneurs to work with business angels. 

The findings in our empirical study about why and when entrepreneurs may need business 
angles are presented next. The entrepreneurs in our research were primarily in need of capi-
tal and the business angels were their last chance of obtaining these funds. The capital was 
used in order to attract more capital, but also to pay wages, facilities, equipment, and patent 
costs. The reason for raising capital goes in line with the ones stated by Barringer and Ire-
land (2006), cash flow challenges, capital investments, and lengthy product development 
cycle. In many of the cases, huge amount of capital was obtained, and should last for a 
couple of month or even a year, in order to cover the up-front costs.  

Some entrepreneurs considered the competence as an important factor, especially the 
competence in how to build and run a business. They also obtained an experienced board 
of directors which for example made the banks more willing to grant loans, due to an in-
creased credibility. The competence, such as the business angels’ skills, but mostly the con-
sultation based on their experience, contributed to less number of mistakes made by the 
entrepreneurs.  

Other entrepreneurs in the sample saw contacts as an extremely important attribute, while 
others only considered it as a bonus. Valuable contacts would be customers, suppliers, dis-
tributors and so on. In addition, business angels know other business angels, and if one of 
them is going to invest, that person is likely to talk to friends and colleagues about it. 
Hence, more business angels can be interested to invest if more capital is required.  

The findings in our empirical study agrees with several researcher who argues that entre-
preneurs highly value the business angels’ non-financial contribution (Mason & Harrison, 
1998; Freear et. al., 1995; Bradley et. al., 2002; Liikanen, 2003) 

According to Mason and Harrison (1998), there is a gap between the entrepreneur’s ability 
to finance his/her company with personal funds, and venture capital firm’s willingness to 
invest in the entrepreneur’s company. One of the interviewed business angels agree with 
Mason and Harrison (1998) who states that business angels fill this gap. Again, the main 
reason for entrepreneurs to choose business angels were because no one else could provide 
the required money, as it often involves a considerable amount of money and a huge risk 
that the company’s early phase conveys. Venture capital firms are not interested to invest at 
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an early stage (Smith & Smith, 2004; Bradley et. al., 2002; Stoltze, 1997; Bernstein, 1996), 
but the entrepreneurs in our research sees venture capital as a good alternative in a later 
stage. 

Another reason for choosing business angels is that they provides fast money, often within 
three to five months or even sooner from the presentation occasion to the deal is closed, 
which the entrepreneurs believes is less compared to venture capital firms. This can be ex-
plained by a research made by Stanford Graduate School of Business (2006) which states 
that the due diligence process business angels expose entrepreneurs to, is less extensive 
than when carried out by venture capital firms. 

Our concluding thoughts about what business angels can provide are gathered around our 
four C:s; capital, competence, contacts and consultation. 

 Capital in order to hire staff, purchase machines and equipment, and cover up-
front costs. 

 Competence in order to obtain knowledge and skills in how to carry out a specific 
task. 

 Contacts in order to obtain a network of people who can help your business in dif-
ferent situations. 

 Consultation in order to obtain experienced advices. 

5.3 Analyzing how business angels work 
According to Kempe (2005), the average investment in Sweden is approximately SEK 
500 000. It is not clear if this amount of money is the initial investment or the total sum in-
vested in the company over time. The business angels in our research states that they ini-
tially invest about SEK 100 000 – 200 000, but in later rounds, if necessary, make further 
investments in the company.  

Berggren (2005) states that business angels are willing to take risks and they are stimulated 
by actively develop new ventures. The business angels in our study are aware of the risk 
and argue that to decrease the risk you need a portfolio containing approximately five in-
vestments. Further one of the interviewed angels argues that the diversification is not 
enough if you do not have the required knowledge. This respondent also states that: “as a 
driving force angels not just see the possible profit, but also the possibility to contribute in the creation of a 
successful business or project”. This goes in line with Freear et. al., (1995) who stated that in ad-
dition to the financial return, business angels can also gain a physic reward. 

Further, Berggren (2005) argues that angels often have a great network of contacts. Our re-
spondents agree about the importance and usefulness of the angels’ contacts and one of 
them says that it is now possible to get in touch with bigger companies, which otherwise 
would be almost impossible. In addition, two of our respondents stress that angels have of-
ten angel friends as well, thus the mediate function between angels is important for the en-
trepreneur striving to raise capital in the second or third round. One of the interviewed an-
gels confirms this argument by explaining that he and his angel friends do sit in this favor-
able position and mediates a lot of interesting projects and business ideas. He also says that 
when he gets tip-offs and knowledge about a potential investment this/it speed up the in-
vesting process. 
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Freear et. al. (1995) stated that business angels are working more actively with their invest-
ments than institutional venture capital firms. The value is added through productive work-
ing relationship, where the most common form is representation on the board of directors. 
In addition Helle (2004) states that if the business angels are not in the board of directors 
they risk being the last to know if something should happened to the company. Our re-
search show similar assumptions and only one of our responding angels does not demand 
being a member of the board while the others says that it is essential for them, due to the 
financial control of their investment the membership convey. Anyway, the one angel who 
is not in the board argues that as an angel you always have to know what is going on. 

“You cannot run the company yourself, but you should always be in the passenger seat”. 

Taking care of board assignments is what one of the interviewed business angels call his ac-
tive work in the company. This work includes, according to the respondents, negotiation 
with suppliers, find potential customers and also take care of future capital supply and 
other financial related issues. 

Two of the interviewed entrepreneurs stressed the importance of an experienced board of 
directors and sad that, along with the capital, this had been one of the criteria in the search 
for angels. One of the entrepreneurs also stressed that if you are going to work actively 
with someone who is going to be chairman in the board of directors and take most of the 
decisions, but also is going to be your boss, having a good personal relationship is of great 
essence. 

5.3.1 Exit 
As Stoltze (1997) states, business angels are willing to wait a number of years, approxi-
mately six years according to Coveney and Moore (1998), before they will be rewarded. 
Berggren (2005) agree upon this as business angels seek long-term commitments. This 
statement partly contradicts with the findings in the empirical study as one business angel 
only wanted to wait for one or two years, even though he stresses that it usually takes much 
longer.  

In general, an expected return for this commitment is between 25% and 50% a year 
(SVCA, 2005). The average return that most of the business angels in our research aim to 
get is about five to six times the invested capital, when an exit opportunity occurs, ap-
proximately in five to seven years, equal to 34% a year. 

May and Simmons (2001) argues that due to the angels long time frame en entrepreneur 
has to be patient executing an exit strategy. Some angels are in it as long as the prospect 
stays healthy and therefore the exit strategy has to be frequently updated (May & Simmons, 
2001). Some of our respondents say that the exit discussion is of great importance and 
need to be brought up in an early stage. In addition some of the angel respondent argues 
that it is fairer to call it exit scenario instead of exit strategy. Further, the exit scenario does 
not necessarily have to be precise, but at least expressed. In addition, one angel says that 
due to all external influences it is impossible to have a model for a perfect exit and thus 
agree to the statement about frequently updated exit strategies.  

The entrepreneur respondents agree upon the importance of the early exit discussion and 
say that this has been the case in their companies. Further, one of them argues that the 
specific kind of exit does not really matter as long as it is within the time frame. As hap-
pened to one of our responding entrepreneurs, an early stated exit which not had been 
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constantly updated turned out to be not that thoroughly worked out after all. Hence with-
out frequently updates an exit opportunity can be missed out which in a worst case sce-
nario can lead to financial difficulties for the company.  

5.3.2 Analyzing how to work with business angels 
The entrepreneurs in our study worked together with two up to thirteen business angels. In 
order to obtain the needed capital they had to sell between 12.5 % and 67 % of the com-
pany’s shares.  

All interviewed entrepreneurs are satisfied with their business angels who have provided 
almost everything they were expected to do. So far, they had no bad experiences from 
working with business angels. There is one exception, which is the entrepreneur with the 
problem of finding future investors, mentioned in the exit chapter. 

5.4 Analyzing where entrepreneurs find their business angel 
In chapter 5.2 we discussed why the number of entrepreneurs who are working with busi-
ness angels are so low, and we would like to further try to explain what we think is the ex-
planation. Our thoughts are gathered around the information gap between entrepreneurs 
and business angels, supported by research made by Gullander and Napier (2003), where 
the entrepreneurs often lack awareness of business angels. In order to favor both entrepre-
neurs’ and business angels’ situation, we think that all organizations who are dealing with 
entrepreneurs should inform thoroughly about business angels. These organizations should 
further help entrepreneurs to find a business angel, but also inform about the factors that 
they should consider before initiating a working relationship. These factors are described 
and explained in chapter 5.5. 

The entrepreneurs in our study chose different paths in order to find their business angel, 
most of them through business angel networks, others through prior contacts. Since the 
market for informal capital is an almost invisible source of start-up financing (Mason & 
Harrison, 2000), BANs and prior relationships are often essential in order to find a busi-
ness angel. 

The BANs provides the entrepreneurs with a mentor who helps preparing the entrepre-
neur’s presentation where their idea is presented to potential investors. This increased the 
entrepreneurs’ chances of finding a business angel. 

Organizations who can inform about, and mediate business angels in Sweden are SVCA, 
Nutek, CONNECT, local incubators such as Science Park, and other business introduc-
tions services. Further, Van Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) recommends personal or 
professional networks, matchmaking services, angel alliances and networks, and venture 
capital clubs, in order to find a business angel. 

5.5 Analyzing how to find the “right” business angel 
First of all, before initiating the search for business angels, entrepreneurs should identify 
their needs. Having done that, they can start looking for business angels who match those 
needs (Itzel et al, 2004). Most of the entrepreneur respondents were primarily in need of 
capital, but as several angels could provide this, they could choose the one who possesses 
the skills, experience or contacts which the entrepreneur find most valuable. This will put 
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the entrepreneur in a favorable position as it creates an exceptionally rewarding working re-
lationship. A number of factors the entrepreneurs can consider to increasing their chances 
for a successful working relationship are gathered below. 

 Make sure that a good personal relationship exists between yourself and the busi-
ness angel and choose the one you feel most comfortable with.  

 Make sure the business angel can and wants to provide what the company needs, 
such as capital (both at the time, and in a later stage if more money is required), 
competence, contacts and consultation. For example, if an active business angel is 
needed in the company, the entrepreneur needs to know that the business angel will 
work actively.  

 Make sure the business angel is affiliated to an active business angel network. This 
can be an indication of a competent business angel, since the BANs often recruit, 
evaluate and educate their business angel in order to offer competent investors. 

 If possible, make sure the business angel possesses knowledge, experience and con-
tacts within the same industry as the entrepreneur’s business. 

 Study the business angel’s prior investments and how those companies developed. 
If possible, talk to those companies and their opinion about the business angel. 

 Be patient in your search for the “right” business angel. 

 

As mentioned earlier, most books and articles we have read argue that every business needs 
a business angel. We thought this statement seemed too good to be true. Are there not any 
mean or bad business angels?  

The discussion below might give entrepreneurs something to consider. 

Alpha: Why would business angels try to bring a business down if they have invested their 
own money in the company? In addition, these business angels are putting their 
soul into the business, providing their skills, network of contacts and time. Subse-
quently, they are most likely to work hard in order to get a high return as possible, 
which also means fulfilling the entrepreneurs dream. 

Beta: This may be true, but even though the business angel is more than willing to help 
the entrepreneur, he or she may not have the knowledge to do so. Hence, because 
of the business angel’s ignorance, bad advices and misleading recommendations will 
be given which may lead to the entrepreneur taking poor decisions. 

May and Simmons (2001) discuss “angels from hell” which can be described as the busi-
ness angel mentioned by Beta above. The business angels in our research states that the 
view of “bad angels” is exaggerated as they argue that it is not everyone who wants to be-
come a business angel as it takes a lot of time, hard work, capital and the angel also needs 
to take a lot of decisions. Hence, they consider it to be a small risk finding a bad angel. In 
addition, we think that if the factors described earlier in this chapter are considered, the risk 
is almost non-existing and the possibilities in finding a business angel can be increased. 
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5.6 Analyzing how to be an attractive investment project 
In order to establish an attractive and interesting investment project there are several fac-
tors the entrepreneurs can consider. These are usually the same factors which the business 
angels have as criteria for investing. Below, some factors from the empirical study are de-
scribed: 

 The most important factor for business angels when investing is according to 
Coveney and Moore (1998) the personal relationship. Hence, the entrepreneur 
needs to be cooperative when working with business angels. This is also confirmed 
by all respondents in our empirical study who claims that the personal relationship 
is the most important factor. 

 Coveney and Moore (1998) further states that business angels consider the entre-
preneur’s enthusiasm and trustworthiness as important. In addition, the empiri-
cal study indicates that business angels highly value entrepreneurs with ability to 
run a company and further develop it in the future. 

 As entrepreneur, having a good and updated business plan is very important. 
This is in line with Helle’s (2004) research, which also points out that it is an excel-
lent tool to in estimating a company’s value. According to the findings in our re-
search, the business plan should be simple, short and cover areas that business an-
gels are most interested in.  

 Entrepreneurs being able to convince the business angel that their company’s 
product or service has a high potential, and therefore also a potential market, 
have a great advantage. These findings are backed with a research made by May and 
Simmons (2001). 

 In line with the previous factor, our findings also stresses that if the entrepreneur’s 
company does have existing customers or customers who have agreed upon buying 
the entrepreneur’s product or service, the company is a very attractive investment 
project. 
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6 Final conclusions 
In this chapter, we have gathered our own thoughts and reflections in whether an entrepreneur should coop-
erate with a business angel or not. Further, a discussion why business angels are not more common and how 
they can contribute to an increased growth in Sweden will be found in this section. 

The purpose of this thesis was, with a starting point in the entrepreneur as an investment 
project and capital seeker, to describe a number of factors entrepreneurs can consider in 
order to increase their possibilities in initiating and carrying out a successful working rela-
tionship with a business angel.As help to fulfill this purpose, we made an attempt to answer 
the following three questions: 

1. Why and when do entrepreneurs need business angels? 

The obvious reason for this is, according to both theories and our research, that due 
to the high risk and uncertainty the early company phase conveys, usually no other 
than business angels are willing to invest. Further, the angel’s network of contacts is 
an important advantage. Also, the experienced board of directors can refine the 
company. We conclude this in our four C’s: 

 Capital in order to hire staff, purchase machines and equipment, and cover up-
front costs. 

 Competence in order to obtain knowledge and skills in how to carry out a specific 
task. 

 Contacts in order to obtain a network of people who can help your business in dif-
ferent situations. 

 Consultation in order to obtain experienced advices. 

 

2. How can entrepreneurs increase their chances to find the “right” business angel? 

First of all, before initiating the search for business angels, entrepreneurs should identify 
their needs and then try to find a business angel who matches these needs. If this business 
angel is found the entrepreneur is in a favorable position as it creates an exceptionally re-
warding working relationship. A number of factors the entrepreneurs can consider to in-
creasing their chances of finding the “right” business angels is described below. 

 Make sure that a good personal relationship exists between yourself and the busi-
ness angel and choose the one you feel most comfortable with.  

 Make sure the business angel can and wants to provide what the company needs, 
such as capital (both at the time, and in a later stage if more money is required), 
competence, contacts and consultation. For example, if an active business angel is 
needed in the company, the entrepreneur needs to know that the business angel will 
work actively.  

 Make sure the business angel is affiliated to an active business angel network. This 
can be an indication of a competent business angel, since the BANs often recruit, 
evaluate and educate their business angel in order to offer competent investors. 
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 If possible, make sure the business angel possesses knowledge, experience and con-
tacts within the same industry as the entrepreneur’s business. 

 Study the business angel’s prior investments and how those companies developed. 
If possible, talk to those companies and their opinion about the business angel. 

 Be patient in your search for the “right” business angel. 

 

3. How can entrepreneurs make their company an attractive investment project? 

In order to establish an attractive and interesting investment project there are several fac-
tors the entrepreneurs can consider. These are usually the same factors which the business 
angels have as criteria for investing. These factors are described below: 

 The most important factor for business angels when investing is according to 
Coveney and Moore (1998) the personal relationship. Hence, the entrepreneur 
needs to be cooperative when working with business angels. This is also confirmed 
by all respondents in our empirical study who claims that the personal relationship 
is the most important factor. 

 Coveney and Moore (1998) further states that business angels consider the entre-
preneur’s enthusiasm and trustworthiness as important. In addition, the empiri-
cal study indicates that business angels highly value entrepreneurs with ability to 
run a company and further develop it in the future. 

 As entrepreneur, having a good and updated business plan is very important. 
This is in line with Helle’s (2004) research, which also points out that it is an excel-
lent tool to in estimating a company’s value. According to the findings in our re-
search, the business plan should be simple, short and cover areas that business an-
gels are most interested in.  

 Entrepreneurs being able to convince the business angel that their company’s 
product or service has a high potential, and therefore also a potential market, 
have a great advantage. These findings are backed with a research made by May and 
Simmons (2001). 

 In line with the previous factor, our findings also stresses that if the entrepreneur’s 
company does have existing customers or customers who have agreed upon buying 
the entrepreneur’s product or service, the company is a very attractive investment 
project. 

In addition, there are a number of factors affecting the outcome of cooperating with busi-
ness angels, these factors are described below:  

Personal chemistry, as mentioned a number of times, is the most important factor accord-
ing to both theories and empirical findings. Further, the matching between the angel’s 
competence and the entrepreneur’s needs, which can be seen as similar to the agreed 
agenda or intentions, are of great importance for the cooperation to be successful. The 
start as well as the ending of the relationship are essential and have to be considered care-
fully. Thus the exit and especially the shareholders agreement are two important factors in 
the cooperation with business angels. 
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Appendix 1 – List of respondents in the interviews 
 

Entrepreneurs 

Andreas Ekengren, Lyyn (A. Ekengren, personal communication, 2006-05-12) 

Jan Hjalmarsson, Jemm (J. Hjalmarsson, personal communication, 2006-05-03) 

Claes Rydin, Safetool (C. Rydin, personal communication, 2006-05-03) 

Anders Axelsson, Lamera (A. Axelsson, personal communication, 2006-04-26) 

 

Business Angels 

Claes Randholm, (C. Randholm, personal communication, 2006-05-11) 

Peter Billfeldt, (P. Billfeldt, personal communication, 2006-05-12) 

Jesper Holmberg (J. Holmberg, personal communication, 2006-05-16) 
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Appendix 2 – Intervjuunderlag för entreprenörerna 
 

Vilka olika finansieringsalternativ övervägde ni? Vad hade ni för behov (kompetens/kapital, 
vilket var övervägande)? 

Vad användes kapitalet till? (utrustning/personal, byggnad/lokal, klara av betalningar innan 
pengar genereras, up-front costs) 

Blev ni informerade av rådgivare att använda er av en affärsängel? Eller hur kom det sig att 
ni började söka samarbeta med affärsänglar? 

Hur snart efter starten av ert företag valde ni att samarbeta med affärsänglar? 

Hur hittade ni era affärsänglar? Hur enkelt/svårt var detta? Hur länge letade ni efter den 
rätta affärsängeln? Eller tog ni första bästa? Har ni fått erbjudanden av änglar som letat upp 
ert företag? 

Tänkte ni ens på er själva som ett investeringsobjekt? Gjorde ni något speciellt för att vara 
ett attraktivt investeringsobjekt? Om ja, vad har varit viktigast? 

Vad sökte ni (icke-finansiella behov) i den potentiella ängeln/änglarna? (”Driva-företags-
kunskaper”, branschspecifika kunskaper, produktspecifika kunskaper, etc.).  

Vad anser du att en affärsängel kan tillföra? (Vilka fördelar?) Vad önskade ni få ut av ert 
samarbete med affärsängeln? Vilka behov hade ni som affärsängeln kunde tillfredställa?  

Har antalet änglar i er verksamhet ökat med tiden? Hur, varför och när? 

Vet du om er affärsängel är medlem i ett affärsängelnätverk? På vilket sätt tror du detta bi-
drar till er verksamhet? 

Hur har samarbete med änglarna fungerat? Är ni tillfredställd? 

Tror du ni hade klarat er bättre/sämre utan en affärsängels stöd? Hur och varför? 

Har ni råkat ut för några ”elaka” änglar? Hur tror ni man kan undvika dåliga änglar 
och/eller öka chanserna för att hitta bra änglar? Har ni haft något speciellt tillvägagångssätt 
vid ert sökande efter den rätta ängeln/änglarna? 

Vilken avkastning kräver era änglar? Vilka mål har de? Vet du vilken exit-strategi de har? Är 
exit något som ni diskuterat från början? 

Vilka nackdelar anser du att det finns med affärsänglar? Vilka risker finns? Eller finns det 
inga? Vad har det kostat för ert företag (i form av ägarandelar)? 
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Appendix 3 – Intervjuunderlag för affärsänglarna 
 

Ålder, kvinna/man, antal aktiva år som affärsängel, utbildning, tidigare sysselsätt-
ning/yrkeserfarenhet? 

När tycker ni att man bör använda en affärsängel? 

Affärsänglar tillför bara inte kapital utan även kompetens, vilka för- o nackdelar erbjuder 
ni, som ängel, jämfört med en konsult? 

Hur letar ni efter investeringar?  
Genom affärsängelnätverk, entreprenörsfrämjande organisationer (ex. Connect), invester-
ingsforum, intresseorganisationer typ SVCA, något slag av annonser, andra typer av intres-
seorganisationer? Eget kontaktnät? Mässor? 

Hur ofta letar ni efter nya investeringar? 

Hur många innehav strävar du efter att ha samtidigt? 

Hur lång tid brukar det ta från och med det att ni fått en idé presenterad till att ni har inve-
sterat i det företaget? 

Under vilken fas brukar du gå in ett företag? pre-seed (innan första produktprototyp och 
första betalande kund), seed, start-up, expansion… 

Vad, specifikt, söker ni efter, när det gäller potentiella investeringar, vilka är dina viktigaste 
investeringskriterier. Kollar ni om nyckelpersoner (VD/ägare) kommer sitta kvar i företa-
get? 

Vad är avgörande för att det ska bli ett samarbete? 

Vilken typ av bakgrundskontroll gör du på företag som är ett intressant investeringsobjekt? 
(due diligance) 

Hur stor är er snittinvestering? 

Hur mycket pengar omfattar era investeringar under ett år, en 5års-period? 

Vet du vad investerat kapital går till? Och i så fall vad? 

När du gör en investering, investerar du då oftast: 

Ensam eller tillsammans med andra affärsänglar (syndikering)? 

Är ni aktiv inom ett affärsängelnätverk? Om ja, vilket? 

Beskriv de fördelarna som du tycker är viktigast med ett affärsängelnätverk. 

Sett till att antalet (affärsängel-)nätverk har ökat de senaste åren; 

Har er riskmedvetenhet ökat eller minskat? 

Har er förmåga att göra en mer korrekt bedömning av potentiella investeringar ökat eller 
minskat? 
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Hur anser du att antalet änglar har utvecklats de senaste åren? 
Anser du att det har påverkat kvalitén på investeringar, utförda av änglar? 

Om du arbetar aktivt med din investering, vilken befattning tar du normalt i dina bolag 
(styrelsemedlem, styrelseordförande etc.)? 

Vad består dina arbetsuppgifter som affärsängel av? 

Hur många timmar i veckan lägger du ner i företag du investerat i? 

Hur aktivt anser ni det vara? Försök bedöm själv på en skala 1-10 där 10 är väldigt aktivt. 

Vi antar att det går att beskriva ert tillvägagångssätt som en process med olika steg? Förkla-
ra kortfattat er process. 

Vad är det viktigaste steget i er process? Förklara närmare om själva steget och varför det 
är det viktigaste. 

Vad är ditt mål med dina investeringar? 

Vilken avkastning har ni som mål att uppnå? 

Hur många år brukar det gå innan ni gör en exit? 

Har ni ett förbestämt exit-scenario? (Nej ja alltid oftast ibland) 

Eller vad beror besluten på? Olika branscher? 

Hur många investeringar har ni gjort under er verksamma tid som affärsängel? 

Hur många lyckade investeringar har ni gjort? (1-3, 4-6, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, Fler än 25) 

Hur många misslyckade investeringar, eller investeringar där ni inte varit nöjd med ert arbe-
te, har ni gjort? (1-3, 4-6, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, Fler än 25) 

Kan du ge några generella tips till entreprenörer som söker kapital? 

Vad kan en entreprenör göra för att undvika ”elaka” änglar? 
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Appendix 4 – Interviewing entrepreneurs 
 

Which different financing alternatives did you consider? What needs did you have (compe-
tence/capital, which did you mainly consider)? 

What did you use your capital for? (equipment/personnel, building/local, make the pay-
ment before money is generated, up-front costs)  

Did counsellors inform you to use a business angel? Or how who you to start looking for 
business angels? 

How soon after your company was founded did you choose to cooperate with business an-
gels? 

How did you find your business angels? How easy/difficult was it? For how long did you 
search for the right business angel? Or did you take the first best? Have you got any offers 
from angels that have found your company? 

Did you ever consider yourselves as an investment project? If yes, what has been most im-
portant? 

What did you search for (non-financial needs) in the potential angel/angels? (“Run-
company-knowledge”, branch specific knowledge, product specific knowledge, etc.).  

What do you consider a business angel can provide? (Which advantages?) What did you 
wish to get out from your cooperation with the business angel? Which needs did you have 
that the business angel could satisfy? 

How can the number of angels in your business increase with time? How, why and when? 

Do you know if your business angel is a member of a business angel network? In which 
way do you think this contribute to your business? 

How has the cooperation with the angels worked? Are you satisfied? 

Do you think that you had managed better/worse without a business angel’s support? How 
and why? 

Have you met any ‘evil’ angels? How do you think that bad angels can be avoided and in-
crease the chances to find good angels? Have you used a special approach when searching 
for the right angel(s)? 

Which return do your angels demand? Which goals do they have? Do you know which 
exit-strategy they have? Is exit-strategy something that you have discussed from the begin-
ning?  

Which disadvantages do you consider exist when working with business angels? Which are 
the risks? Or is there any? What has this cost your business, (in terms of ownership meas-
ured in shares)? 
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Appendix 5 – Interviewing business angels 
 

Age, woman/man, numbers of active years as a business angel, education, earlier employ-
ment/experience of work? 

When do you consider that a business angel should be used? 

Business angels do not only provide capital, they also provide competence, what advantage 
and disadvantage do you offer as an angel compared with a consultant? 

How do you search for investments? (Through business angels network, entrepreneur 
promotion business i.e. Connect, investment forum, organizations of interest ex. SVCA, 
any kind of advertisement, other kinds of organizations of interest? Own network of con-
tacts? Exhibitions?) 

How often do you look for new investments?  

How many holdings do you strive for to have in your portfolio at the same time? 

How long time does it usually take from that you have got an idea presented from a busi-
ness until you have invested in it? 

During which phase do you use to enter a business? Pre-seed (before the first product pro-
totype and the first paying customer), seed, start-up, expansion. 

What specifically, did you look for when it comes to potential investments, which are your 
most important criteria for investment? Do you check if key persons of the business (i.e. 
the owner) will stay in the company? 

What is the decisive for cooperation?   

What kind of control of background do you carry out on the company that is an interesting 
investment project? (due diligence) 

How big is your average investment? 

How much money do your investments comprise during a year, a 5-year-period?  

Do you know where the invested capital goes to? And if, what? 

When you do an investment, do you often invest: Alone or together with other business 
angels (syndication)? 

Are you active in a business angel network? If yes, which? 

Describe the advantages that you consider are most important with a business angel net-
work? 

Seen to the number of business angel network that has increased during the last years; 
Have your awareness of risk increased or decreased? 
Have your ability to make a more correct appraisal of potential investments increased or 
decreased? 
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How do you consider that the number of angels has developed the last years? 
Do you think that it has influenced the quality of the investments, performed by angels? 

If you work active with your investment, which position do you normally take in your 
companies (board member, chairman of the board (of directors)) 

What do your duties as a business angel include? 

How many hours a week do you spend on the company that you have invested in? 

How active do you consider yourself to be? Try to estimate on a scale of 10 when 10 is 
very active 

We assume that your approach (from presentation to deal closed) can be described as a 
process including different steps? Explain shortly your process. 

What is the most important step in your process? Explain more about the step itself and 
why it is the most important. 

What is your goal with your investments? 

Which return do you have as a goal to reach? 

How many years does it take before you do an exit? 

Do you have a predetermined exit-scenario? (No, yes, always, often, sometimes) 
What does the decision depend of? Different industries? 

How many investments have you done during your time working as a business angel? 

How many successful investments have you done? (1-3, 4-6, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, more than 
25) 

How many unsuccessful investments, or investments when you not have been satisfied 
with your work, have you done? (1-3, 4-6, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, more than 25)  

Do you have any general tips to entrepreneurs who seek capital? 

What can an entrepreneur do to avoid ”evil” angels? 

 


